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piston amplitude (= half piston stroke); a lso submer gence (=h-a) 
cylinder po s ition 
water de pth 
gravitational accele ration 
mean depth to centre of mean cylinder poei tion 
head lost in pump i ng main 
wave n umber (= 2n/ L) 
l ength of wave energy device pa ralle l to wave crests 
ratio of maximum capture width of each of a number of equally spaced 
devices to that of a n isola t ed device 
wave re flec tion and transmission coeff i cients 
wave steepness( = H/L) 
orthogonal ve locity component s 
unit weight of fluid 
direct ions along orthogona l fore and aft rodes , r espectively 
cross-sectional a rea of flow of pumping ma in 
dampin g coefficient of devi ce 
cylinder diame t er 
internal diame t er of pumping mai n 
horizontal and vertical forces 
wave he i ght 
pressure head in pumping main 
wavelength 
length of pumping main 
power absorbed per unit cres t length 
discharge through pumping main 
wave period 
tonne forc e ( = 1 OOO kgf) 
average flow velocity in pumping main 
wave angle to norma l to axis of wave energy de vices 
phase angle 
friction coefficient for flow in pumping main 
fluid dens ity 
angular fr equency ( = 2n /T) 
complex amplHude of exciting fo rce on " fixed body 





















EXECUTI VE SU.MMARY 
This report has been compiled as the re sult of a four-month supplementary 
contract to our fin; t broad look at subme r ged cylinder wave energy devices . 
In this further pe riod we have discuss e d wide ly within the wave energy 
community the findings of our main Re port dated October 1979 . We have also 
c onsidered topics tha t were either not within our earlier brief or were only 
periphera l to its principal purpose of idet1t ifying 1low the device could be 
engineered using proven technology , and the likely r ange of unit costs tha t 
this could involve. 
The present Report there fore covers a wid e spectrum of topics . These ar e 
mostly pitched in the form of 'Appendix ' notes to subjects studied and 
presen ted in our main Report. They s e rv to clarify points of de tail, and 
ha ve been pursue d in suffic i ent depth to show whether they need be studied 
further in the nex phase of t his enquiry . 
We have also cont inued our studies of the main subjec ts und erlying the 
behaviour and perfo rmance of the de vice, especially it s dynamic beha viour in 
respon se to wave motion and how energy is bes t transmit t e d to and through 
the seabe d power t akeoff unit s . 
This suppl emen tary period has therefore allowed us to na rrow our options, 
Although we believe it is still prema ture to expect the preferred system of 
mooring and power t akeoff to be selected with certainty, our earlier 
recommenda tions are uphe ld by the furtl,e r findings now presente d. Thi s 
system will therefore form the basis for the opU.misa tion st udy of the 
device tha t now l ogically follows, but we wil l cont inue to seek i mproveme nts 
both to the overal l ar rangemen t of the device and to i t s componen t part s in 




















Wt! conclud e that the submerged ylind r device i s a t e chnj_cally sound and 
efficient way of cnpturing w.:ive ene r gy. On the bas is of present knowl e dge 
we have r eason to believe th c1 t, from the thorougl1 optimi sati on st udy that 
constitutes the next phase of our work , the devj_ ce may also turn out to be 
an economic propos ition . In thi s case it should be advanced through a full 
engineering design pha se to the pro totype construction of pe rhaps five units 

























Our first overall apprai sa l of the submerged ( or 'Bristol ') cylinder device 
was submitted to ~~SC in October 1979 aft e r an investigation lasting seven 
months. In that period we sought to ma ke estimates of the quantity, the 
value and the cost of elec trical energy delivered pe r ann um to the network 
at Perth by a nominal 2GW installation of cylinde rs off South Uist . 
During that formative period we were mor e concerned with identifying an d 
comparing poss ible solutions for the principal e l ements of the device based 
on proven compone nts and technology than for the many innovations in design 
and assembly which the device , becaus e of it s r epe titive modular form, 
r eadily allows . 
The present Report is wri tt en fol l owing wid e circulation and discussi on of 
the content of our earli er Report wit hin the wa ve energy community. It aims 
to fulfil two main fun c tions, firstly to assemble and appra i se t he many 
r eac tions we have had to our earlier ideas and , secondly , to present the 
early result s of new work s t ar t ed in support of the nex t major round of 
studies of the device during which its design and pe rformance mus t be 
advanced to an optimise d enginee ring concept . 
Each element of the device , from the wave climate inc iden t upon it through 
its energy conversion and struct ura l forms to its maintenance probl ems are 
deal t with in further deta il in the present Repor t, The con tinuing flow of 
n ew ideas as to how best the system should be designed and opera t e d has 
encourag d us to consid e r substantial changes to comp one nt parts of the 
device, thoug h its overall form remains essentially uncha nged from that 























Detailed attention has been given to the moorings , anchors, hydra11Jic. power 
transmis sion systems ;md to severa l aspec ts of rua, ine fouling that appear 
likely to influence some aspec t o.f the performance and hence the design of 
the device . 
The energy capture eff ic:i.e ncy of the device when tuned to match more nearly 
the annual S. Uist wave climate has been studied in detail, including 
reference to the preferred dimensions for the cylinders, their submergence , 
spacing and local water depth. The r esults will help to guide the 
forthcoming tank tests when optimum performance in mixed seas will be 
identified. It will then be timely to r eview costs as part of the 
optimisation phase tha t now l ogically follows completion of the broad 
appraisa l in the present Repo r t of all major aspec t s of the device knovm Lo 























SF.CTJO • 7. 
ASPECTS OF CYLINDEI{. BElll\.VIOUR AND MOTION· 
2.1 Re sponse of Device in Waves 
Our Report to WESC dated October 1979 shows, in Figure 2.lB, the surface 
wave profile, model cylinder orbit and rod motions in a 1:120 scale model 
wave of height 75mm, period 1.45 Hz and steepness 1/9.87. 
By using Stokes 2nd Order Waves and Hori son 's Equation, these motions have 
been used to determine the full scale motions and forces for the two 
conditions of damping that gave the diagrams refer red to above , but which 
were not quantified, 
This study produc d diagrams of rode force v. piston displacement (ar ea = 
work done) in a survival sea, For maximum damping the fore rode 'footprint ' 
of power output is as shown in Fig, 2.1, and the aft rode footprint is shown 
in Fig . 2,2 of the present Report , 
The following events that occur during a wave cycle with a properly loaded 
cylinder/pump/spring combination (see e . g ., Fig . 6 . 4 of Oct, '79 Report ) are 
described using the lettered reference points shown on Fig. 2 .1. 
1, During the up-stroke (work done by cylinder), Point A (bottom 
of modelled stroke) . Piston cannot rise until the rode force 
is equal to the combined spring and pump forces , 
Point B. Rode force is now greate r tha n the combined spring 
and pump forces , Pi s ton rise s , pumps, and comp~esses spring , 
Point C. Upwa rd motion of pi s ton stops . Pumping and spring 
compression stop . 
( Note tha t the e l evati.on pot ential of a buoyant cylinder is 
lost during this phase of the motion ), 
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2 . During the down-stroke (work one by spr.ing) 
Point D. Combined spring and pump force is les s _han the rode 
force because th e cylinder holds the piston up . • Hence there 
is no piston motion and no pumping . 
Point E. Rode force is less than the difference be:tween the 
piston and pump forces . Spring drives the pump and helps to 
pull the cylinder down (d epending on buoyancy - See Sect . 8 .3) 
in the downward phase of wave f orce application . 
Poin t E. Rode force is zero . Spring continues to drive the 
pumps until bottom of s troke reached a t A, Cycle of e vents 
complete . 
This simplified statement of the component parts of an orbit covers its 
principal features but ignores some important details . For example , between 
poin ts B and C there is apparently an excess of rode force over t hat which 
is absorbed between pumping, accelerating the cylinder th rough the water and 
causing energy losses between wave and cylinder when the motion of the 
latter is damped . It is suspected that the experimental data presented in 
Figure 2.lB of our October 197 9 Report, and used as a basj_s for Figs . 2 . 1 
and 2.2,are misleading for the prese nt purpose in that ci1ey were recorded in 
conditions that did not properly simulate the pumping mode as currently 
envisaged . Experiments that include this mode , and that also have 
adjustable damping to simula t e various possible spring characteristics, are 
to be carried out in mid-1980 ( see Appendix B for details). It will then be 
possible to quantify the analysis introduced in Figs . 2 .1 and 2.2, the 
procedure for which is exph.jned in Section 2. 2 below. In this case, 
because fully relevant experimental data were not available, the cylinder 
motions wer e calculated from first principles, taking into account the 
wave/ cyl inder/ mooring /pump / spring/fender ( cushion ) int e r a tions described in 
more detail below . 
2.2 Analysis of System Behaviour and_!1o tions 
The theoretical motions and forces produced by a prototype cylinder in 
survival waves, taking account of the variou s intera · ttons between the 





















The fore and aft rode s a re inc1 ined a t 90 ° to e.ach othP-r , and are taken to 
constitu t e a pair of orthogonal axes · x ( fore rode ) and y ( af t rode ). 













wave position, velocity , acceleration on x- axis 
wave position , velocity, acce l eration on y-axis 
cylinder position , velocity , accelera t ion (2 c= pi s ton 
stroke 










phase angle ( <!>= 0° at wave cres t) 
water de pth 
9.81 m/s2 
tonne force 
2 . 2a Basic Conditions 
1. Us e the same steep prototype wave as in Section 2.1 , H = 9m, T 
= 7. SS sees , d = 42m, depth to centre of cylinder in still 
water= 3m ( submergence ) plus 6m (cylinder r adius), L = 88 .7m, 
steepness= 1/9.87), for direct compa rison . 
Use Stokes 2nd Order Eq ns to find the horizon t a l and vertical 
velocit ies (u,v) and accelerations (~, ;) for 15° increments 
of phase angle <I> through a wave cycle. 
• Resolve u,v and u, v along the for e rode to find x , x. 
2. Morison Drag Force= 41 Ii - ~1 2 Tf , 
3. Morison Inertia For ce= 11 82 (x - c ) Tf. 
4. Cylinder we ight in air = 3284 Tf. 
5. Cyl inder buoyancy= 1778 Tf/side , ass umed constant in the 




















6. Force accelerating cylinder= 3284 ~/g = 335 ~ Tf. 
7. Spring force at mid stroke= buoyancy= 1778 Tf/side . 
8. Spring stiffness= 430 Tf/m/side . 
9. Spring+ cushion characteristics as shovm in Fig. 2.3 
Piston stroke= 4m (bu t see Section 5 . 6) . 
11. Bus main contents acceleration plus pumping forc e ="±-260 
Tf/side. 
2.2b Starting Conditions 
Assume the fore pistons are at the bottom of their stroke and the fore rodes 
are unde r a slight t ension. The piston will not start to rise until the 
rode tension just exceeds the combined 0pring and pump force ( = 928 + 260 = 
1188 Tf) . This is when the combined buoyancy and Morison forces= 1188 Tf , 
or when the Morison forces are just l ess than 590 Tf "pushing down" 
(relieving the buoyancy t ension in ) the rnde. This occurs at cp"' 123° on a 
fixed cylinder . 
The calculation therefore starts at cp == 120°, when c 
15° intervals are taken. 
2.2c Procedure for Step-by-St ep Calculation 
1. Guess a value of 
.. 
C at <p = 135°, . 
2. Calculate C and C at 135°. 
3. Determine spring/cushion for ce from C, 
4. Determin e Morison Drag Force ( = 41 !i-~12,. 
5. Determine Morison Inertia Force ( "' 1182 cx-·-c>. 
6. Determine upward force at top of rode (= 
buoyan cy ). 
7. Determine downward force at bottom of r ode 
pumping force). 
. 
-2, Om, c 
.. 
C = 0 
4+5 above + 
(= 3 above + 
8 . De termine difference of axial rode forces , If diff erence is 
positive (acting up fore rode), this is the absence of 
downward restraint that aJ.lows the cylinder to accelerate 
upward s due to its buoyancy . 
8. 
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9. Determi.ne ci 
335m/s 2 
( : : cy li.n de r acce l e rati on) = Difference/ 
10. If cl =/- c, r e vis e c and repea t s t e ps 2-9 above inclusi.ve. 
l~epeat as nece s s ary uutil fair agreement r eache d , 
11, Move to~= 150° and r e peat ca l c ul ti on s teps 1-10 above for 
instantane ous va lue s. 
12. Continue through inc r ements of pha se ang l e and through 
consecutive identi cal wa ves until r e sults ar e repetitive. (In 
the present calcula ti ons the uppe r stroke limi t was 'over run' 
to avoid di s continuity). 
The cal culated forc e s and di s placement s th r ough three consecutive waves are 
shown in Figs. 2 .4 - 2.6. The 'footprint' of pump and spring force v, 
piston displacement is shown in Fi g . 2 . 7, from which the acceleration force 
is omitte d for clarity . 
If the as sumption j_s made tha t the motions and for ces in the aft rode are 
identica l with tho se in the fo 1·e rod e , but 90° ea rlier in pha se angle, a 
theore tica l cylinde r or bit Cd n be plotte d. Thi s i s s h own in Fi g . 2 . 8 . ( The 
validity of thi s 'simila r but phase ~h if t ed ' assumpt i on will be che cked whe n 
further experiment s are car r i e d out 
adjuste d if ne cessary. 
the calcula tion procedure will be 
The orbits shmm in Fig. 2. 8 dis play the expec ted t wo ' corners' or arcs of 
reduce d radius. It a lso shows a consider a ble shift in the pha se angle at 
the top of the orbit, from 13 5° f or the 75mm hi gh mode l wave (9m prototype ) 
with minimum damping, or 22 5° for the 75mm model wa ve with maximum dampin g 
(Fig . 2.1 of Oc t . '79 report), to 315°. 
2.2d Discussion of Me thod of Ana ly s i s 
The me thod de scribed in Section 2 . 2c ca n be use d for any wa ve , any pump 
fore , and any r eas ona ble s pring / cus hion charac t e ri s tic, It ca n be use d to 
describe the behaviour of the syst em t hroughout t wo or more differ e nt 
consecutive smoo th wa ve s by i ni t ia lly fi nd:i.ng the mot ion tha t s a tisfies the 
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The method does not yet take ac.count of the cylinder moving across 
streamlines. Thi s can be doue , ~tep-by-stcp 1 with discrete adjustments to k 
and x. It is also not clt:ar how the wave foi:ces actine on a large cylinder 
in water motion , that in the absence of the cylinde:r decays exponentially 
with depth , will differ from those that are assumed here co act at its 
centre , nor how the presence and movement of the cylinder will modify those 
motions as far as the forces carried by the device are concerned . It is 
expected that the experiment s on device performance shortly to be carried 
out will also throw light on these point s. 
The calculations r eported in Figs . 2 . 3-2. 8 were made on a pocket calculator , 
The work could be programmed fo r a large computer with an extensive storage 
ability. This programme could be refined to show the combinations of wave 
height and period that would produce the most violent decelerations at the 
top of the stroke , and how these depend on the length of stroke permitted 
(see Section 3. 1). 
2 , 2e Discussion of Results 
The calculated motions and for ces ba sed on the procedures and data set out 
in Sec tions 2 , 2a-2 . 2c are considerably in excess of those report ed in 
Section 2 or our October 1979 Report , which were based on experiments . This 
is attributed mainly to the different wa ve ste2pnes ses used in the two 
methods, A flatt er wave would reduce the motions and forces. It is 
important t o resolve how the return probability of wave s of any pres cribed 
steepness vary with wavel ngth, hence wha't should be the design 
steepness /wavelength combinat ions for the cylinder device. Section 2 . 3 
below se ts out our observations to date on this urgen t subject , By adopting 
for des i gn a wave steepness s1 higher than the correct value s2 (at the 
same wave height ) , the wave particle acceleration is increased by 
( s2/s1) 2; the forces imposed on the cylinder dev:i. c e by the se waves are 






















2.3 Hydrodynamic Information rel,vant to Wave Fo!:'ces 
Our studies have covered a number of areas that could not be cons idered in 
detail in the period prior to completion of our October 1979 Report, 
Severa l of these are presented in this Section , Others appear where mos t 
appropriate throughout this Report, for exampl e ,,ave directionality i s in 
Section 8,3 on energy capture estimates , and cres t l engths and backscatter 
in Appendix A. 
In our earlier Reports (June and October 1979), we expressed con~ern abou t 
the wave steepness variously quot ed f or the design of offshore structures, 
and in the final paragraph of Section 2. 2e above we point out the importance 
for accurate and economic design of having a more rational foundation for 
this parameter . 
On the basis of the very limit ed information ava ilable to us on wave 
steepness we have provisionally concluded that , for the l onger wavelengths 
to which structures like ships and the cylinder device are more sensitive, a 
steepness certainly not exceeding 1/10 should be used . The available 
evidence sugges t s that a considerably flatter wave would he more 
appropriate . Brief discussions have been held with TAG4 and staff of BP 
regarding wave height and length , Hr . S. M. Abdi , of BP , is of the opinion 
tha t 1/1 0 is probably too steep a r equirement for the present purpose . BP 
have extensive information from the North Sea that gives a steepness of 1/16 
to 1/20 in storm conditions . They als o have confidential information from 
30 miles offshore of Foula which confirms this for greater wavelengths . 
BP's North Sea prac tice would be to use a deoign steepness of 1 in 18, and 
certainly not the 1 in 7 value suggested in Lloyds report to WESC ( Ref, 1), 
Fig . 2. 9 (Ref. 2 ) presents many of the proposed equations estimating wave 
steepness , The theoretical maximum line is quoted as having a steepness of 
J./7 and is seen to approach the available r cords for waves l ess than 50m 
long . Also s hown on F:lg. 2 . 9 is a line reprc~sentj_ng the dependence of 
Morison Inertia Fore , whic h is the principal wave foL·ce component on the 
11. 
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cylinder. It is clear that an important aspect of wave loa ding occurs at 
wavelengths less than the longest to be expected if the latter are less 
steep than may occur in shorter waves . The importance of the high wavelenth 
end of the steepness /wavelength relationship will then be of principal 
interest to the design of the stroke limiting device (fender or cushion) 
included to reduce the throw of the pistons in higher waves . A first 
attempt at predicting the r e lationship of throw to wave height was given in 
Fig. 2 . 2 of ou!'.' October 1979 Report : c1 diagram like Fig . 2. 9 herein would 
allow throw to be related to wavelength, hence via typical annual wave 
scatter diagrams to the proba bility of it s occurrence . 
The factor of wave steepness is therefore of vita l importance to the design 
of wave energy devices, and the variations refe rr ed to above will have very 
signif icant effects on design and costs. As Fig . 2 . 9 he rein shows , the 
Turnbull curve quotes a minimum l ength of under 100m for the 9m wave 
(steepness= 10.8) taken in Section 2.2a, wher eas the Lloyds curve gives a 
steepness of about 9/225 = 1/25. By contrast Ref. 1 suggests a steepness of 
1 /7. 
We que stion the value lo this scien tific debate of wave steepness of 
ya chtrne n' s experience such as during the 1979 Fastnet Race, becaus e the 
principal interest for the des ign of the submerged cylind e r device is not 
the steepness that wave cr e sts may attain ( surface mount e d devices may need 
this information) but the ratio of wave height to leng th which i s , we 
sugges t, impossible for an observer floating in asymme tric waves to estimate 
with sufficient accuracy . 
2.3b Mean Se cond- order Verti ca l Force on a Submerged Cylinder 
Ogilvie (Ref. 3) has shown that the second-orde r mea n vertical force can be 
determined purely from a knowledge of the first-order ve locity poten tial. 
In hi s Pa per, thi s force is given by Eqn. 28a, b and it is ske tched in his 
Figure 4 on page 459 . The curve is not easy t o interpret . It has been 
r e-drawn here as Fig . 2.10, and it appl i e s to both a general cylinde r and 
our particular cylinder 50m long, 121n diamet e r, at dif ferent s ubmergences . 
12. 
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In his Paper , Ogilvie sta tes that the information on which Fig. 2.10 is 
base d r equires that "the amplitude of the incident waves must be much l es s 
than the clearance betwee n the top of the cylinder and the undisturbed free 
surfa ce if the linear ised theory is to have meaning " • . The significance of 
this statement by Og ilvie i s r e ferred to a t the end of this sub-Section. 
With r eference to Fig . 2.10, clearances above the cylinder to sU.11 water 
leve l of 1, 2 and 3m are equivalent to va lues of a /h = 6/7, 3/4 and 2i3 
respe ctively, where his the mean de pth to the centre of the fixed cylinder 
of r a dius a. Thu s 2kh = 7ka/3, 8ka/3 and 3ka r es pectively (whe r e k = wave 
numbe r 211 /L, L == wavelength : Ogilvie uses v for k ). For each clearance the 
value of the non-dimensional ver tica l for ce Fv c an be es tima t e d from Fig , 
2.10, as follows . 
t 
1\ = Y1 (2)(t)/½rrpgH2 wher e JI -· wave he i ght 
For a cylinder of diame t er D = 12m, l ength 50m , 
Y1 ( 2 ) = ~gH2 Fv pe r metre l eng th 
= 1.57 x 103 x 10 ~ H2F v N/ m 
The tota l vertical f orce on a 50m cyl inder is 
Table 2.1 sets out the r e l at ionships between ka and Fv (in tonnes) for the 
three values of a /h given above . 
Ta ble 2 .1 
ka a/h 2kh Fv a/h 2kh F V a/h 2kh Fv 
o. 1 6/7 0.23 0.08 3 /I+ 0,27 0.035 2/3 0.3 0.02 
0.2 0.47 0.15 0 .53 o. J 0.6 0.06 
0.5 1. 17 0 , 30 1.33 0.1 8 1.5 0.10 
1.0 2.33 0 .28 2.7 0 . 15 3.0 0.08 
























From Fig. 2.10, the ma xim:..:m value of the mean vertical force in lm high 
waves is approximately 23 Tf, in waves of length al)Out 70m. 
These results are for a fixed cylinder in small amplitude waves. Ogilvie 
also gives results for a free ne utrally buoyant cylinder , The forces in this 
case are less than for the fixed cylinder , It is reasonable to suppose that 
in the intermediate region , for a damped cylind er , the forces will also be 
less than for the fixed cylinder . This conclus ion is reache d despite the 
contrary results deduced fo r the oscillating forces from Morison's Equation, 
for which rela tive phases are important . In the present case phase is not 
important : only mean value s are considered. 
The restriction that OgHvie 's theory applies to small waves is crucial. 
The phenomenon that it desc ribes ca n be explained in terms of the Bernoull i 
effect of relatively high velocity flows passing through the gap between the 
top of the cylinder and the wat e r surface . Thi s would create a low pressure 
compared with the low velocity region beJow the cylinder, hence a net 
' upwar ds for ce . The fluid motion desc ribed by Ogilvie ' s theory will be 
distorted as the ratio of incident wave height to mean depth of submer gence 
increases, in particular when the top of the cylinder is exposed . In these 
cases it seems reasonable to expect a less substantia l upwards fo r ce than 
Ogilvie's work suggest s , indeed Sa lter (Re f, 4) ha s shown by experiment that 
the total mean force may then have a ne t downwards direction. 
ln conclusion, therefor e , the shortcomings of thco·ry to describe the complex 
flow about cylinders with small submergence in real waves suggests that only 
expe riments ca n give convincing answe rs as to whether vertical mean force s 
are important. On presen t informa tion they are not , 
2, 3c Mean Second--orde r Horiz onta.l Force on a Submerged (2_y l i nde r_ 
Longue t-Higg.i.ns (Ref. 5) has shown tha t tlte meri n second-·order. horizontal 
fo rce FH acting on a t wo-dimensiona l ene r gy absorbing structure is : 
¾ g(H/2) 2(]. + r 2_t2) N/m 





















For an efficiently tuned cylinder, r = t = o. 
absorbing no power, r = O, t = 1, and FH = O. 
For an inefficient cylinder 
Thus as a simple guide to the maximum horizontal mean second-order force we 
use u2/16 'ff/metre, or FH = 3.1H 2 tonnes on a 50m cylinder . 
This formula must also be treated with caution as 
waves. Salter (Ref. 4) has shown experimentally 
it too assumes smal l 
that this force can 
actually reverse in sign causing the cylinder to d rift into t he waves . 
Longuet - Higgins has also verified this experimentally . 
It is unlike ly that the small size of this mean horizonta l force will cause 
any significant permanen t displacement of the power takeoff and spring 
arrangements. Although it is not clear whether the mean displacemen t is 
with or against the direction of the incid en t waves, the magnitude in 
small. 
2.Jd Currents 
The effect of a net horizontal force on the cylinder, displacing its axi s 
either for wards or backwards from its mean position, could increase the 
frequency with which ei the r the fenders (cus hions) come into effect or slack 
rodes occur . A sufficiently large net force could seriously disrupt the 
pumping action described in Section 2 . 1 and 2. 2 , especially in the larger 
waves . We have therefore been anxious to establish the magnitude of likely 
currents off S. Uist, most particular ly the component of these normal to the 
axis of a line of cylinders lying roughly parallel to the coast ( in an 
average depth of, say, 40 -6 0m) . 
The available data on currents in that sea area appears to be very limited . 
Admiralty charts show a maximum ( spring ) current of 2 knots roughly along 
the line foreseen for t:he devices, and we assume that this was re corded near 





















the line as the tide flooded in to the east of s. Uist, the drag force on 
the cylinder would be about 30 Tf , or about 1% of the peak wave-induced 
force on the cylinder . 
However, informal advise from Mr . Abdi ( BP ) cautions that information 
r egai.·ding currents given on charts can he misleading , and that it is not 
uncommon in local sea areas for currents during spring flood tides to exceed 
the chartered figures by a factor of t wo or three . This would sugges t that 
the mean drag on cylinders exposed to such current s could reach up to 10% of 
the peak wave force . Although this wo uld not be critical to the performance 
of the power t akeoff device as a t present envisaged , it is a suffi c i ently 
large unknown factor to r equir e considerable further investigation and f i e l d 
measuremen t. Section 2. 3e below emphasises the importance of taking thi s 
step as a mat ter of some urgency , 
I t is also worth noting that the sandy pockets infilling irregularities in 
the surface of the gneiss to the west of S. Uis t generally show no sign of 
being regularly worked by currents. Th is endorses the records presented on 
the Admiralty charts. It does not mean , however , that locally strong 
currents do not occur in this area . 
2 . 3e Combined Loading due to Waves and Currents 
The kinematic components of waves and currents cannot be added veEtorially 
to give the resultan t fl uid motion. As Refs . 6 and 7 make clear, this 
non-lfnear interaction can often give larger kinemat ic values than linear 
addition would sugges t ( e.g ., as advocated in Ref . 1, p.34 ), and a 10% error 
in thi s calculation wj_ll appear as a 21% un<l erestirnate of the additio,1.a.J. 
forces due to currents . 
It was noted in Section 2.3d that the curr nls off s. Uist reported on the 
Admiralty charts are c.omparat:.·vely smalJ. and are certainly much less than 
will occur at the surface j_n high waves. Beneath L.he surface , however , the 
wave velocities rapidly decay whereas j_t: is probable tltat , at .leo.s t over the 























(though ther e docs not seem to be information to either confirm or de ny 
this), It is therefore probable that estimates of wa ve forces made on 
components of the device located at more than Sm below the surface could be 
low be ca use of the £fee t of currents , and that further calculations mad e on 
the assumption of lin •ar superposi.ti.on of waves and curren t velocity vec tor s 
will also be low as the magnitude of the current approaches and exceeds the 
orbita l velocity due to wave motion . 
In the circums tances it would be prudent to assur.1e tha t forces calculated 
from wave ac tion could be low, but it will not be until appropria t e fi e ld 
data are collected that more preci.se calculations can be made, These data 
will also be needed for tank tests of all wave energy devices . 
2.4 Principal Cyl inder Dimensions 
In our October 1979 Report we identified various reasons fo r favouring a 
cylinder 50m long and 12m diameter , Principal among these was the sta bility 
of the 4 :1 aspect ratio ( length : diameter) cylinder in ob lique and irregular 
seas , in contrast to 6 :1 and 2:1 shapes , Until further tests are carrie d 
out we. have no means of judging the merits of, say , 5:1 and 3:1 relative to 
4:1. The diameter of the cylinder, at 12m, is a direct compromise between a 
larger and more expensive cylinder that would experience much higher inertia 
wave forces , hence wo uld r equir e s tr onger moorings and anchors , and a 
smaller, cheaper , but less efficient cylinder . The optimum choice will be 
studied in Phase 4 of this inv estiga tion of the cylinder device, starting in 
Apr iJ. 1 980. 
At the time of writing there are therefore no clear r eas ons for recommending 
any move away from the cylinder dimensions given abov·e , The argumen t made 
on structural grounds for using slightly domed ends to the cylinder may lmve 
to be slightly modified if , as seems likely upon closer inspec tion of :i.ts 
hydrod ynamic performance , it is shown that vortex shedding , hence energy 
losses , occur fro1n tbe still sltarp edges. Softenj_ng these edges to a radius 























The other leading dimensions of the device are the water depth in which it 
is located and its subm rg · nee . The choice of each is principally a 
compromise between the economics of capturing more energy "by be ing in deeper 
wate r and having less submergence, but by so doin g · having to withstand 
greater wave forces . The optimum choice must again await the outcome of the 
further tank tests and related st udies planned for Phase 4, However, some 
observations relevant to energy capture in deeper water and with less 
submergence are made in Sec tions 8,1 and 8.5 of the present Report . 
2,5 Spacing between Cylinders 
The minimum value of this parameter is determined by the need to ensure 
that the cylinders never touch each other . As important as this is, the 
primary consideration determining the specing may turn out to relate more to 
the process of lateral energy capture , whereby each cylinder harnesses 
energy from beyond Hs own projected len g th . 
Theoretical studies of late ral capture efficiency recently made at Bristol 
University have related the maximum capture width of each of a finite number 
of equally spaced bodies (n ot necessarily cylinders ) to that of an isolated 
body, By denoting this ratio by q, a value of q > 1 is clearly desir able , 
Theory suggests that , for five point absorbers spaced at about 0, 8 of a 
wavelength, q > 2. As the number of bodies increas·es the optimum spacing 
also increases to a maximum value of one waveleneth (L). On the other hand , 
with only 2 bodies the maximum value reached by q ~ 1, 6 when the spacing is 
about 0,61 , 
Thus an infinite line of equally spaced bodies is theoretically capable of 
absorbing 100% of the incident energy flux providing only that Lhe ir spacing 
is not more than a waveleng th, For small hodies this will clearly mean that 
their amplitudes of motion must be large, reducing to reasonable size as 
their spacing is reduced , 
The se conclusions have recently been confirmed experimentally by Count e t al 























If the bodies are replaced by cylinders it is not expected that the spacing 
requirements will change appreciably thoug h the amplitude of the motion will 
be reduced . In a typical annual array of sea spectra it Temains to selec t 
an optimum spacing according to the wavelength below which more energy is 
lost because the cylinders are too far apart , and above which t hey are 
unnecessarily close togethe r . Although further theoretical and expe r imental 
work relevant to Phase 4 is needed to r solve this question , it now seems 
certain that the minimum spacing of 10m recommend e d in our October 1979 
Report as necessary to avoid clashing is well below the optimum se l ected on 
the basis of lateral energy capture , for which perhaps O. 61 between t he 
centres of adjacent cylindrical bodies is appropriate . If the threshold 
between a lower capture efficiency for shorter waves and a l es s than optimum 
spacing for higher waves is, for the present purposes of demonstration , 
taken to occur at L = 150m (T = 9 . 8 sees), the clearance between adjacent 
cylinders would be 40m , This means that only about half the leng t h of a 
continuous device is needed to harness the bulk of the incident energy , 
though the optimum ratio of cylinder length to gap width may be sh own from 
the Phase 4 study to be l ess than this . However , it is very important to 
ensure that each cylinder r emains stable and performs efficiently in mixed 
and oblique seas, and it was for this r eason that devices with an aspect 
ratio of only 2:1 were r ejected (this was concluded from isolated cylinder 
tests). 
On the experimental evidence so far available there can be no risk of 
clashing between cylinders that are 40m apart even if their optimum water 
depth turns out to be 100m rather than the 40-60rn range at present regarded 
as preferable (Section 8 . 5 ). 
2 . 6 Effects of Marine Growths on Cylinder Beha viour 
It is too early to draw even provisional conclusions on this important issue 
though studies of the s ubj ec t pertine nt to tl1e cylinder device have been put 
in hand. The present evidence s uggests that the most serious problem will 
concern the us e of seawater as the power transmission medium in the hi gh 
pressure pipe lines linkin g the pump s at each cylinder to the turbines . The 























2 . 7 D vice .Behaviour in the Event __ of __ Comyonent Fa ilure 
2 .7 a The Cylinder 
This is interna lly divided into three compartments . If an end compartment 
floods, some buoyancy is lost at that end , but inertia is increased . 
Smaller orbits and less conversion of energy would result until the source 
of the leak was repaired and the wat e r pumped out , 
If two compartments flood then the cylinder sinks to the seabed where it 
could roll und er the relatively small influence of the currents and residual 
wave ac tion at that depth. Within its tethered reach this could cause 
considerable damage to sea bed mount e d components. 
2.7b The Corne r Rode Ass embly 
Failure of a fore corne r rode allows that end of the cylinder to rise and 
break the surface until its positive buoyancy is lost . It will then either 
drift downwav e or upwav e according to the dir ec tion in which the resultant 
force acts ( see Sec tion 2. Jc - the presence of even a small current would 
probably det ermine thi s dir ec tion absolutely ). The secured end of the 
cylinder would be slightly lowe r e d by the drift force on the partially freed 
end , thereby slightly r e du c ing the wave forces on that end. The unit would 
probably survive and would not damage the adjacent units because of the size 
of the gap betwee n them ( Section 2 . 5 ), but it r emains for experiments to 
show the magnitude of the wave forces on the cylinder that must be carried 
by the aft rode at that end of the cylinder at which the fore rode failed 
be fore its cha nces of surviving ca n be asse ssed . If it also fails the 
cylinder will swing to be aligned generally into the waves , in which 
position the forces on it should be within the capacity of the remaining 
pair of rodes to conta in, Experiments are also needed to check this. 
Should an aft rode fail first the magnitude of the forces impose d on its 
n e i ghb ouring fore rode will a gc1.in depend on the ne t dir ec tion of the wave 
dri ft and current action on the cylinder . As in the above case of primary 
failure of a fore rod e , expe riments in combined wave s and curren.ts are 























Should experiments show tha t rode fai lure causes excessive forces on other 
rodes such as to cause progressive fail ur e , the re are various methods 
available to safe~uard the po sition , e . g ., red uced rode design stresses or 
redundant rod es . 
2,7 c Th e Power Take off Unit 
Th e design presen ted in our October 1979 Report included two pumps and fo ur 
hydrauli c springs pe r corner . The failure of any one of these components 
will put eccentric loads on the r emainde r. If the unit j ams in its ex t ended 
position, tha t end of the cylinder will be expose d to more severe wave 
action . On the downstroke the rode would go slack, and the resulting snatch 
loads on the upstroke could be sever e . If this force either frac tures the 
power takeoff unit or br eaks th e rod e , the circums tances outlined in 2. 7b 
above will then follow . 
2 ,7 d The Feeder Pipes from the Pum ps to the Bus Main 
Failure of a feeder means tha t the connected pumps lose their back pre ss ure . 
Th e power takeoff uni ts would still be sy1i1metrically loaded but t hey wo uld 
of fer less r es traint to the corner of the cylinder connec t e d to them. Thi s 
'7ould magnify the orbit of that corne r of the cylinder and i mpose grea t er 
loads on the springs at tha t corner . It i s conc.eivable that progressive 
fail •re of the power t akeoff unit would r esult, perhaps leading to fai lure 
of the rod e (as in 2.7c above ). 
2 . 7e The Ru s Main 
This is fed from several cy linders . If it fai l s , the · loss of back pressure 
could lead to the progressive failure of all connected powe r t akeoff units, 
each producing the possible conseque nces for i Ls cyl fnder as outlined in 
2.7d above , 
For t he design r e porte d in Oct , '79 this would r esul t in the loss of out put 























2,7f The Anchorages 
It is envisaged that either t ension piles or gravit y anchors will be used, 
depending on the nature of the sea floor . If a tension pile fails the 
re sult would be similar to that foreseen in 2. 7b above for failure of a 
rode. Failure of a gravity anchor, other than just dragging , could lead to 
two adjacent cylinder ends becomj_ng under-restrained whereupon they would 
swing and ride more easily in a position skewed to the ir original alignment. 
This movemen t wo uld probably fractur e the associated feeder pipes ( see 2.7d 
above), Lut would t end to lower the cylind ers in the water and hence, 
together with the skewing, reduce the forces on them. The consequences of 
dragging a grav ity anchor could be more serious if it also fractures the 
feeder pipes but without moving the cylinder s significantly off st a tion . 
2.7g Conclusions about Failure Modes 
Failure mod es as described above can and 





out . The 
devi ce is 
princ ipally loaded by wave inertia , which i s produce d by and is linear with 
wave particle acceleration. Design is therefore r e l atively s traightforward 
though it requires that the extreme and fatigue loading conditions at the 
loca tion in question a re specified according to a des ign life for the 
structure. A rigorous specifica tion of wave heights, associated wave 
pe riods and number of occurrences in, say , a fifty year pe riod at tha t 
location must there for e be made , For S, Ui s t the annua l scatter diagrams 
mark an i mportant step towards thi s specification. 
The consolidated and optimised desi gn concept foreseen as the main objective 
for Phase 4 of thi s s tudy of the cylinder devi ce will use such a 
specifi caU.on to explore solu t ions to each of the poss ible fa i lure mod es 
described in this Sec tion, in conjunction with representat ive expe riment s . 
Planned maintenance procedure i s a l so vita l in minimising failure> and thi s 





















2.8 New Concepts for Cylinder Mountings 
We have continued to look critically at each of the main features of the 
reference design presented in our October 1979 Report; this had emerged by 
a process of logica l se l ec tion from the wide variety of possible systems 
outlined in our June 1979 Report using the information then available to us , 
With additional experience and &dvice we have been reappraising this design , 
a process that will continue for as long as we feel t hat sensible 
improvements can be made , A compromise between economy, efficiency, 
reliability and credibility must be secured, 
The use of stud link cha in for the mooring rodes of our reference design has 
been criticised on grounds of reliability though it is an economic solut ion 
in which we continue to place confidence, However, as with al l other 
components of the device , 
functions could be achieved, 
we have considered other ways in uhich its 
An account of these is given in Section 3, 2, 
The whole question of power tr ansmission from the cylinder by linkage to 
conversion units on the sea floor has also been r eviewed , Fig, 6.11 of our 
June 197 9 Report proposed the use of fixed tower s with power conversio r"?. 
adjacent to the bearings be t ween the cylinder and the towers poss ibly using 
units like those already proposed at the sea floor, Although more expensive 
than rodes and exposed to wave forces should they pr·oject too close to the 
water surface, such tower s should be more r eliable in us e than rodes , 
However, this does not mean that rod es cannot be made adequately reliable 
(see Section 3 , 3 ) and there is the probl em with rigid frame s of locating 
them accurately in position, in hostile conditions, to take the mountings of 

























3. 1 Analytical Specification of Mooring_E__orce~ 
The step-by-step non-linear analysis of wave-induced forces presented in 
Section 2. 2 was devised to take account of the wave/ cylinder / mooring / 
pump/cushion interact ion . It has only r ecently been complete d and has so 
far been applied to the single case of waves of height 9m, period 7. 55s , 
l ength 88. 7m and steepness 1/9 . 87 . 
Because of its steepness, the theoreti cal motions and forces produced by 
this wave were particularly vigorous. The maxjmum calculated force was 
provisionally shown to be nearly 8600 tonnes per side ( 4300 tonnes pe r 
corner ), and it assumed that the piston and spring over-ran the top stop by 
some 0.6m at increasing stiffness . 
The peak mooring force had previously been calculated to be 3,250 tonne s per 
side (Fig. 3. 7 , Oct '7 9 Report ). This applied to a fixed cylinder , 3m 
shorter , in waves of height 16m , period 11.55s , length 204rn 1 and steepness 
1/1 2.75. 
Clearly the new results must be interpreted with caution. The for.ces 
suggested in this one test case are greatly in excess of those calculated by 
a simpler analytical procedure and checked by experiment . However neither 
that simpler analysis nor the experiments included the proper representation 
o f the performance of the pumps , springs and cushions , all of which are 
included in the new me thod of non-linear analysis, 
If the trend towards larger fo r ces and motions identified by the new 
analy sis is confirmed by the more comprehensive appfica Lion of this method 
and by experiments using similarly represe ntative models , it will mean 
redesigning many components of the device. However it is much too early t o 
assume that this will be necessary and in any case neither that r e-design 
nor any other. hardening of concepts can sensibly be undertaken without a 























An immed i a t e t ask wil l therefo re be to revi w the de t a ils of the new method 
of analysis with a view to progra mming it for us e on a digital computer. In 
tha~ fo r m it may then be us e d convenie ntly to explore such.design a spec ts of 
the device as the effect on co nversion effic iency of li_miting the moti.on of 
the rodes , the f orce s then impose d on the moti on limHing unJ ts , and the 
occurrence and consequences for the whole sys t m of slack and snatch in the 
rodes. This model of the dynamic pe rforma nce of the device will indicate 
the forces imposed throughout it for a wide range of representative wave 
heights and l engths . Fatigue spect ra will be deduced from these results and 
applie d to determine the des i gn r e quir ements of components sensitive to this 
form of loading . 
The accuracy of the mode l will first be checke d against data from the 
representative t ank te sts schedule d to start ea rly in Phase 4 of this 
inves t iga tion. The model and the tank t e st s will then be ope rate d in 
parallel so as to make the maximum use of each . 
3.2 Other Mo oring Methods 
Alterna tives to the use of chains for rod es have been given attention . This 
matter is seen as in t er-related with the use and de sign of pin connec ti ons . 
Notwi. thstanding the comments and c r iticisms that have be en voiced in some 
quarters regarding pins and chains, it should be r eal ised that these 
components a r-e currently used fo r similar duties in mar ine environments. An 
example would be the Single Anchor Leg Moor in g system. The maximum duty 
require d as a cy linder mooring was previously calcula t ed to be a t e nsion of 
up to 2000 tonnes whereas North Sea prac ti ce already ex t e nds to 7000 tonnes 
load on a pin joint. 
Chains can obviously be r eplace d by other linkage systems having tlie 
necessary ar.U culation , s uc h as tubes with car e fully designe d join t s ( see 
Se ction 3. 2b belo v). These joints could eit he r by metal hinge or ba ll and 
socket type or could possibly be a s t eel /rubb:::r sandwi ch constr uc t.ion. hie 
have looke d a t t he possibility of using prestressed concre te to see if any 























Fatigue is one of the main probl ems with the mooring rode and there is a 
consid erable lack of information on t he fa t .i gue characteristics of chains 
' 
and parafil ropes , which could be ano the r option though in the latter case 
end t e r minations would also present a major prohlem . . These ma tters have 
been discussed with TAG 4. 
3.2a Composite Prestressed Cable 
i) Outline of Conce_E!_ 
A common feat ure of all ca t enary moored floating systems is that the mooring 
cables or t ethers are subjec t to a varying tension r a nging from the maximum 
s ervi ce load to a value approaching ze ro. To obtain a satisfactory working 
life it is necessary to operate the cables a t a suitably low stress fac tor 
in order to keep within the endurance envel ope of the mate rial. Efficiency 
would evidently be improved if the stress r ange could be reduced under 
conditions in which a highe r mean s tress would be acceptable . The 
possibility of achieving these condit ions fo r a wave energy device has been 
investigated using the concept of a composite cabl e consis ting typ ically of 
a tendon surrounded by a continuous concrete sleeve , the combination be ing 
prestressed prior to placing in service . 
By specifying the r e l ative cross sec tional areas of the compression and 
t ension components it is possible within limits to tr ansfe r the probl em of 
stress f luctua t ion from the tension to the compression member. The 
possibility of using .:ir ti cula ting j oints with convex mating surfaces between 
each element of tl1e compression annulus has been examined but it has not yet 
been pos sible to find solutions to the obvious practical problems ari sing 
f rom the very high contact stresses involved . 
It is therefore conc luded that the neces ary curvatures must be obtained by 
elas ti c flexure within the limits dictat ed by com bined flexures and direct 
stress l evels and whe n thi s is insufficient , t he cable must be fabricated in 























ji) Behaviour under Direct Tension 
The distribution of forces between the t e ndon and the compression annulus , 
assuming comple tely e lastic beh:.iviour, is illustrated in Fig . 3.1. With 
zero external force, the tension and compression forces are zero (Point A) . 
When a progress ively increasing ex ternal force is applied the tension in the 
tendon increases along AC a nd the compression in the annulus decreases until 
at Point B, the annulus is fully decompress ed . Further increases in 
external force are then carried entire ly by the t endon ( CD ) . 
The extent to which load variation is absorbed by the compression annulus in 
preference to the tendon is determined by the relative stiffness of the two 
components and is indicated by the r e l ative slopes of lines AC and AB , In 
practice , the position CD of the curve, implying joint opening in the 
compression member , would be inadmissible and point C would be set slightly 
above the maximum design load for the cable . 
As an example, consider a cable designed for a maximum load of 500 tonnes 
having an outside diameter of 126mm , The load variation can be reduced . to 
20% by provj_ding a compression annulus 380nun dia , 
iii ) Pr~.J?erties in Flexure 
Unlike a chain or rope , a prestressed member mus t t ransmit co111pression as 
well as tens ion . It follows that the composi t e will have a relatively high 
rigid ity which severe ly limit s its compliance and restricts it s ability to 
accommodate the varying geometry of a float ing sys t em by elastic fl exure 
alone, In thi s r e spect the greater the effici ncy of the system in reducing 
load variations in the tendon the greater will be its rigidity and the l ess 
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}V ) Provisional Assess ment of Concept 
From the work done it is evident that while the concep t; might have some 
advantages in relatively deep water , the considerable practical problems 
involving both mechanical performance and ma t erial requirements , including 
corrosion consider a tions, are a de t e rrent to a pplying the concept to wave 
energy devices . 
3 . 2b Stee l Tubes and Rods 
Thes e options to cha ins ha ve yet to be e valuated in detail though they 
appear to be acceptable in principle . The use of 3-5 ·engineered joints ,per 
rode will distribut e the rotat ion to be carried a t any joint , and the us e of 
tube s or rods will minimise the probl ems of surface corrosion and erosion , 
and if needed will make protect i on easier to apply and main tain . 
The us e of articulated joint s will , as with chains, prevent the tube or r od 
members from going into compression. An alter na t ive arrangement would be t o 
use continuous rod s or tubes , built int o rigid . mountings on th e cylinder and 
const rained by bearings t o move to and fro in a constant dir ec ti on at t he 
s ea bed (a kin to a cantilever but with the free end built into a mov:i.ng 
member that a llows it some rotation at that end). 
Fig . 3. 2 shows the limits to the moti on of a 50m long tube at tached to a 
cylin der orbiting thr ough 3m. In addition to tr ansmitting one compon ent of 
the cylinder ' s motion to ac t ivate the power takeoff units , the bending of 
each tube will se rve , at l east in part, as the spring force r equi r ed to tune 
t he motion of the othe r tube . A st udy i s now being made of this option, 
which combines simplic ity with a t echnique fo r avoid i ng the use of pins and 
possibly a l s o springs of, say , the oil/nitrogen type hither t o advocated . 
The particular disadvantages of thi s arrangement are the bottom bearing and 
the need to ensure that the tube is t he correc t l eng th to suit the 















































3.3 Fatigue Life of Moorings 
Reference was made in Section 2 . 7g to our continuing peed for a clea r 
specification of the extreme and fatigue loading forces on the cylinder off 
S. Uist. Hitherto we have followe d the advice given to us about chains that 
if the maximum load is kept within 60% of proof load the rodes would have a 
long fatigue life. We note that t his information will be update d by Mr . 
Arne Berg of Det Norske Veritas in h.is Paper to the Offshore Technology 
Conference , Houston, May 1980. However , the new information will only be as 
useful as the confidence placed in the statements that remain to be made 
about the more severe wave loading conditions. 
3.4 Alternative Mooring / Power Takeoff Arrangements 
The r eference design presented in our October 1979 Report used rod es 
connected to the ends of the cylinde r and which lay in a plane normal to the 
axis of the cylinder. 
In-board rode connections to the cylinder wo_uld significantly reduce the 
longitudinal bending and shear stresses on the cylinder walls, which would 
slightly reduce costs . The consequent cylinder motions in oblique seas must 
be studied by model tests. The motion and forc es en the system couJ.d be 
more vigorous, and if the cylj_nder is less stable its capture efficiency 
might be reduced . No structural advantage would be gained by moving the 
rodes in-board by more than one-fifth of the length of the cylj_nder. 
Fig. 3. 3 shows inward and outward splay to the cables . In both cases the 
stability of the cylinder sh ould be improved though power ma y be transmitted 
l ess efficiently to the sea floor . The rodes would also be marginally 
l onger . Most important may be the economic savin gs 
anchoring arrangements , Lhere by countering one of 
offered by simplified 
the arguments against 
increased spacing be tween cylinders ( Section 2.5). Wi th greater water depth 
and in-board connection points onto the cylinder, centralise d anchors for 
each cylinder could, fo r example , be connec t ed up with relatively little 













































Fig . 6.2 of our June 1979 Report conjectured on the possibility of using 
cams to change the direction of the transmitted force, though for our 
reference design we decided to adopt an in-line arrangement between the 
rodes and power takeoff unit (Fi g. 6.4, Oct. '79 Report). However, in the 
42m depth adopted for that design , the overall length of the power takeoff 
unit becomes a substan t ia l proportion of the distance from foundation to 
anchor point, e specially if gravity anchors are used , 
We have therefor e considered the option of setting the power takeoff unit in 
a hori zontal positi on , and connecting the rodes to it via cams or cranks . 
In this position the unit would need t wo tension piles to stabj_lise it, 
togethe r with its cam or crank, rather than one for the 'in-line ' 
arrangemen t . Thi s would t herefore require use of a jigged compl e ti on 
assembly to install the pair of tension pi l es , and would cause increased 
load on the pile close to the cam or crank, The case against a 
horizontally-mounte d unit is much less strong when it is used in con junction 
with a gravity anchor, to which it can eithe r be connected before 
submergence or arrangements made to ensure that this can r eadily be done 
in-situ . 
On present evidence, however, there is no outstanding r eason for rejecting 
or substantially changing the r efe ren ce design l ayout previously propose d , 
though the case for intr.oducing amendments will be kept under continua l 
review until the optimum wa t e r depth (see Section 8 . 5), mooring me thod 
(Section 3.2) and power t akcoff units ( Section 5) have been chosen, 
3 . 5 Marine Growth s on the Moorj_ngs 
There appears to be litt l e do~b t that th e moorings will quickly be colonised 
by a varj_ety of marine growths including mussels (bi-valve molluscs ) and 
various crustaceans ( a mor e complete account is given in Section 6 . 4). It. 
is unlikely that this colonisa tion will interfere with the intended 
performance of the moorings. The cur re nt-induced drag force on the chains 
is well under 1% of the average tension the y must carry , and even if this i s 
increased to 1 or 2% by the links becom fo g over. g r own the main function of 
the c ha ins will not be imp:iir ed , The c x tT::i w0 i.ght on the chains will be 






















Neither the na tural form of chains nor the profile they will present to the 
c urrents when encrusted is l ike ly to allow coherent vorte x shedding to 
develop, hence flow-indu c. d vibrations of the rodes can be dismis sed . 
The situation with moorings made from tubes or rods could be different , 
especially befor e they become roughe ned by marine growths , They would of ten 
opera te within the transi t ionaJ. range of Reynolds numbe rs (2 x 1 oS - 5 x 
105), when the vortex frequ ency would lie in t he range 0 . 2 1. 0 Hz 
approxima tely , I f rods or tubes a r e prefe rred to chains, the significance 
of fatigue loading at the se frequencies on the life of the rodes should no t 
























ANCHOR.AGES AND SEABED CONDITIONS 
4.1 Rock Types, Integrity and Surface Form 
It is generally maintained that Lewisian gneiss forms the sea floor off most 
of the west coast of s. Ui st to a depth of at least 200m, Numerous pockets 
of sand, that are usually stable and which sometimes include a small mud 
fraction, occur throughout this area, and these may occupy a depth in excess 
of lm. 
The gneiss is known to be faulted as part of the substantial folding that 
extends throughout no!'th-west Scotland. It may therefore be expec ted that 
this is a fractured water-bea ring structure that locally may extend to 
considerable depths. The surface t extur e is reported to be rough but the 
significance of this can only properly be inte rpre ted in the context of the 
installations that ha ve to be made on it . Echo sounding evidence can easily 
give a misleading picture of roughness . The peaks estimated by Kenyon and 
Pelton (Ref . 8) to be over lm high every 30m imply tha t bed gradients are on 
avera ge 3-4%, though it is probable that locally steeper slopes will ris e 
above a generally flatter topography extending ove r much of the area . 
For the cylinde r device it is necessary to translate this informat ion, 
according to the chosen average water depth for the devices, into t e rms that 
allow : 




condit ions specified; 
and rockh ead 
distance of 
elevation to be 
the pre ferr ed 
b) the problems of gravity anch ors to be qu antified; 
c) the pr oblems of running l arge hydraulic mains, of about lm 
diameter > between dev i ces t o be estimated with a view to 
predicting the need to mounL these on l e v lled-in pi e rs or in 























4.2 Anchorage Me thods , Ins t a llat ion Procedures and Cos ts 
At the Maidenhead Workshop, Decembe r 1979, conside rable discrepancie s 
between various device teams' cost estimates for anchor piles became 
apparent . We were at the expensive e nd whilst Wavepower Ltd. were 
considerably cheaper . They ha d consulte d Wimpe y whilst we had an es timate 
from Raymond Inte rna tional which we had discus sed brief ly with Ba btie , Shaw 
and Morton ( whose r ecent experience on the Kielder tunnel is r eporte d in 
Ref . 9), and with BP. 
Since Maid enhead these major diffe r e nces ha ve been considered further both 
with TAG 4 and WPL. The following conclusions have emerged . 
1 . The seabed off the Oute r He brides in 40 to SOm of water is 
belie ved to be mainly gne iss ( a ha rd rock ) with an irregular 
profi l e . Unfortunate ly, ther e seems to be l ittle firm 
information on the deg r ee of irregula rity in local areas . 
Further in fo rma tion on this will be ne cessary be fore either 
anchor piles or the me thod s of installation can be prope rly 
de signed . 
2. Drilling into this ro ck will have t o be done from a j ack-up 
platform or barge for any size of pile. 
3. Two factor s have the main effects on the cost of anchor pile 
con s truction : 
(a) speed of drilling into the ro ck and; 
(b) the amount of down time due to sea condi t ions . 
4. Though there are differing opinions on the possible spee d of 
drilling , which mu s t be r e solved , the effect of this on co s ts 
can be min imised if the jack-·up barge can be designed to dri ll 
more tha n one anchorage a t a t·me . It i s be lieved that up to 
8 concurren t drillings ma y be poss ible for th e cylinder device 






















5. The amount of downtime is controlled by the sea conditions in 
whi ch the jack-up barge can move from one locatior. to another . 
If severe hold-ups are to be avoided , the barge must be 
movable in wave heights of up to 3 metres. It is thought that 
there is no suitable barge for this duty in existence at 
present but there seems no reason to believe that one cannot 
be designed . The barge must be capable of spudding to the sea-
bed at the right location in the se heavy seas. In view of 
the irregular seabed anticipated , it may be that the barge 
will have to place some form of mattress on the seabed prior 
to lowering the legs. 
6. Though the cost of a purpose built jack-up drilling platform 
will be high it will have a deMcated use for the 10 years 
construction at presen t envisaged f or a 2GW power station and 
hence ci1e cost of the platform per device will be mod es t . 
Arrangements will be made in the optimisation phase of the study to clarify 
and quantify the above points so that the feasibility and costs of anchor 
piling may be determined within rea sonable limits bearing in mind the 























POWER TAREOFF UNIT 
5.1 Introduction 
The componen t s that mad e up the power takeoff unit of the reference design, 
and which were presented in Section 5 of our October 197 9 Re port , have been 
widely discus sed and considered furthe r by us. We have also continued our 
studies of other ways of performing the various functions required of the 
powe r takeoff unit, and have giv en attention t o the pos s ible choices of 
materials for components fulfilling the s e function s . 
Some provisional observations on the out come of these continuing enquiries 
are presented in this Section , They will be firm d up in Phase 4 as further 
informa tion becomes availa ble on; 
a ) the a c tua l duties r equired of the power t akeoff unit within 
the overall system; 
b) the pe rformance and probable co s t of othe r types of pump and 
spring; 
c) the probable effec ts of marine growth s and how these should 
influence the des i gn of the device ( Sect ion 6 . 4); 
cl) the inte raction of meta ls with seawa t e r ( Section 5.5). 
~.2 Rating of Powe r Take of f Unit 
We ar e consc ious that the power t a keoff un i t presented in Sect i on 5 of our 
Octobe r 1979 Re port wa s des i gned wi t hout de t ai l ed r e fer ence to the functions 
it wi ll have to perform i n a s s oc i a ti on wi t h a 50m l ong , 12m diamet e r 
cylinde r , although the component sizes then sugges t ed should form a good 
fir s t estima t e of the r eq uirements of th e device . 
35 . 






















The r ating of each power takeoff u i it h;:id to be chose n on scant experimenta l 
and wave climate evidence , but t ha.t was sufficient to g ive first ord e r 
estimates of size s, ava i l a bilit y of componen t s , and costs. A more precise 
r ating will be possible after further mod e l t es t results and wave data 
be come available . At tha t stage it is als o expec t ed that the optimum 
l e ngth, diamete r , submergence , spacing an d wate r depth for the cylinder will 
be mor e closely fixed so that, in conjunction with wave climate and device 
pe rformance da t a , a comprehensive specification for the functions r e quired 
of the powe r takeoff unit can be drawn up and mat che d by the most 
appropriate systems the n available . This will indicate the number of 
cylinders tha t will be needed for a 2GW station , the sea length tha t these 
will occupy, and the mean annual output they will deliver to the ne twork , 
5.3 Horizontally Mount e d Power Takeoff 
This possibl e a rrangement was r efer r ed to in Section 3 . 4 for the way in 
which it wo,1ld affect the moorings and anchors. 
Su ch a scheme would involve the use of cranks or cams with v ery highly 
loaded limited motion bearings . The wear r ate in these condit i ons of 
corrosion and possible abrasion ( see Section 5 . 5) is likely to be very hi gh 
for me t a l s . Sp ec ial composites and plasti cs are be ing studied but the 
component sizes required may be excessive . The loa d ratings of the bearings 
ar e directly r e l ated to the peak l oa din gs , but , as i mpl ied in Section 5 . 2 
above , the de tailed evalua tion of these i s part of the experimental te s ts 
schedule d for Phase 4 . 
5.4 Other Pu mp and Spring Syst ems 
Alte rnative pumps wi ll be considered in detai l if it i s found from analysis 
and model t esti ng that constant load pumping is not acceptable , A widespread 
survey of pos s ible options is now well advanced an d w will be i ntensifying 
our studies of the mor e promising of these as further information about each 





















Regarding tube pumps , Wavepower Ltd . expect to have more information on pump 
efficiency , maximum pressure and fatigue life by Aut umn 1980 . The detailed 
devi ce performance studies t hat we will shortly be commencing should, by 
that time , allow us to decide on our pumping requ irements , and this will 
per.mit t he device specific appraisal of the t ube pump to be carried out . 
We are also following up a range of pumps developed by BP (Research & 
Development ) for use with sea wate r. These comprise various arrangements of 
concentri c steel cylinders and rubber bushes , Some performance data are 
available but the size of the unit s and the pumping pressures r equired by 
BP's in-house needs are well below those preferred fo r the cylinder devi ce , 
Howeve r , the principles of s uch a system are at tractive and deserve further 
consideration . Like the tube pump, these devices could pe r form bo t h the 
pumping and spring functions, as well as act as at l eas t part of the rode , 
One possibl e disad vantage of these pumps that ha s to be quanti fie d is the 
amount of energy they may absorb internally, the heat this may genera t e , and 
the limited lifetime it may impose on critical componen ts . In this r e~pect 
the examinations we have made of rubber spr ings have indica t ed that, in our 
duty, they are likely to have high internal energy losses l eading to 
overheating and uncertainty about the fatigue li fe of the rubber to metal 
bond s . In compari son, the spring system i n our r eference design employs a 
gas (nitrogen ) for energy storage : with correc t design the energy loss and 
c onsequent heat generation in this system should be small . 
A more compl ex power take off unit than t hat proposed in our refe r ence design 
is also under consideration. This uses oil hydrauli cs for both the pump and 
spring functions . It would include a cont r ol system to determine the 
proportions of the energy captured that are ei ther to be stored or converted 
to electrical energy using a hydrostatic mo tor and genera t or , This syst em 
has the potential for includ ing special tunin g if that appears to be 
requir ed to optimis e output accord ing to the performance charac t eristics 























Other possible tuning syst ms are also under r e view. The case for including 
them in optimi.sed designs of the power tak.eoff unit will depend on the 
improv ements in overall device performance they are likely to offer , also 
the cost of including them and the reliability that can be placed in thei r 
performance in r e l a t i vely inaccessible and inhospita ble conditions . 
5 . 5 Mat eri als for Power Take0ff Units 
Studies of matet·ials are cont inuing with particular reference t o the 
erosion, corrosion and reduced fatigue life of metals in sea water . 
The corrosion rate of some stainless steels is highly de pend ent upo n local 
fluid veloc ity , hence data on the magnitude and duration on the probable 
curren t s in the lower part of the water column are needed ( see also Section 
2 . 3d). The abrasive nature of the sea floor sand is also unknown , t hough , 
as mentioned in Section 4.1, thi s mate rial is appar~n tly stable at the depth 
of 40-60m of interest to us over a t l east much of the area to the wes t of s. 
Uist . 
We suspect tha t much more i nforma tion about the durability of a range of 
metal s a t depth off the Hebrides i s in urgent need of assembly . The Harwel l 
Materia l s Group may have thi s in hand . 
5 . 6 Choice of Limits for Pumping Stroke 
Fig , 2, 2 of our Oct ober 197 9 Report showed that t he orbit of the cyl inder 
when damped is l ess than that of the waves , and tha t the amplitude rati o ( = 
cylinder rat io/wave height) appears to t e nd to a limiting value of not more 
than 4m in high waves . 
The tank tests scheduled for Phase 4 of our study wlll clarify the detai ls 
of this important relationship .::tccording to the leading dimensions chosen 
for the cylind er. , the wave clim.:ite, and the character i s ti cs and magnitude o f 
the damping and springs used. 






















The diameter of the cylinder and its submergence will determine the forces 
imposed on it by the incident waves. If it is assumed that, without springs 
or dampers, the cylinder has an orbit equal to the orbit of the waves that, 
in its absence, would occur at the depth of its centre, the relationship 
between wave height and cylinder orbit would be as shown in Fig.5.1 For any 
combination of wavelength and wave height (hence wave steepness, s), the 
-axis of Fig. 5.1 shows the undamped orbital diameter of a 12m cylinder 
submerged by 3m below mean water level. The ratio of this orbit to the 
incident wave height is also shown on Fig. 5.1 It would appear that, for 
any wave steepness, the ratio of cylinder orbit to wave height increases 
with increasing wavelength (and hence with wave height). 
The experimental relationship between cylinder orbit and wave height 
presented in Fig. 2.2 of our October 1979 Report is also shown in Fig. 5.1. 
In contrast to the observations reached above for an undamped cylinder, the 
orbital ratio now decreases from more than 0.8 to less than 0.4 as wave 
height increases to lOm. It follows that the total damping applied to the 
cylinder must be increasing with increasing wave height, and this must 
relate to the characteristic of the cylinder to shed an increasing 
proportion of the incident energy as wave height increases. Fig. 7.6 of our 
October 1979 Report gave experimental data for this relationship according 
to wave period, and Fig. 7.7 of that Report compared the annual wave height 
distribution of incident energy with the equivalent distribution of captured 
energy for a cylinder tuned to 8 seconds. The much more comprehensive tests 
planned for Phase 4 of this study (Appendix B) will explore the damped 
orbital relationship in more detail, especially for irregular waves. It is 
of great importance to the design of the power takeoff system. 
Fig. 5. 2 has been prepared from this information to show how much of the 
annual energy resource is captured by allowing the orbit of the cylinder to 
exceed any particular value. Present information does not permit us to 
estimate the capture efficiency when the cylinder orbit is additionally 
restrained by the action of cushions. 
during Phase 4 of this study to 
That information will be collected 
allow the optimum location and 
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HYDRAULIC TRANSMI SSION, TURBINES L LINK TO GRID 
6.1 Introdu ct ion 
The proposal in the refe r ence design of our Oc tobe r 1979 Re port includ e d the 
sea bed tr a nsmiss ion of medium pressure sea water (600 - 700 p . s .i.) from 
power takeof f devi ce s to converter towe rs where turbo-gene rators, l ::>cated 
above sea level, convert the hydraulic power to electricity . 1be electrical 
powe r was then transmitted via submarine cable to shore . This design 
r esulte d in an excessive numbe r of 1 metre diamete r seabed bus ma ins and 
this proved to be a ma jor cos t centr e in the desi gn. Clearly, it is 
ne cess.:i ry to produce a mor e e legan t and l ess expensive design . 
options are open : 
Va rious 
1. to use highe r press ur e sea water a nd he nce r educe the number 
of l arge bus mains ; 
2 . to use high pressure f r esh water closed circuit; 
3. to use hig h pressure oil cl ose d cir cuit ; 
4. to r etain the use of medium pressure sea water but minimise 
t,1e n umber of bus 1:iain s by using ei the r : 
( a ) l a rge diamete r pipes or subme rged tube , both jointed on 
the sea be d, or; 
(b) tunnels in the sea be d rock , or; 
( c ) more smaller turb o-gener a tors pe r 2GW station. 
Option (l) uill result in greater pipe line wear and cause complications 
with turbine design. Nei the r of these i s insuperable and are be ing 
investigat:C:'d. Options ( 2) and (3) are open to the objec tion of requiring 
r e t urn pipes thus los ing a t l eas t some of th advan tages o f increasing the 























of our work . A preliminary assessment has been made of the use of tunnels 
to define the possibilities -: this is reported in Section 6.3 . 
6.2 Optimum Arrangement of Hydraulic Transmission and Turbines 
For the reasons given in Section 6.1 above, it is important to identify the 
optimum balance between the number of devices that should supply each 
turbine and how that supply should be transmitted . While this cannot be 
decided without the performance and cost data that will be assembled in 
Phase 4 of this study, some first observations about the choice of hydraulic 
transmission arrangements can be made , irrespective of whether these turn 
out to be best done using, say , tunnels rather than pipes or submerged 
tubes. 
The amount of energy transmitted by hydraulic system depends upon the power 
l evel adopted and the duration of the transmission. The power is determined 
by the operating head and by the discharee, whereas the tran smission 
efficiency is de termined by the flow velocity adopted, the distance 
involved, and the hydraulic roughness of the bus main . 
Energy lost in transmission is e quivalent to a reduction in the pressure 
head along the length of the main. This is given by 
where A = hyJraulic roughness coefficient of the main 
M -· length of main 
V = averace velocity (=Q/A ) 
Q = discharge rate 
2 
A = cross-sec tj_onal area of flow in raain (= TIDo/Lf) 
Th e kj_neU c. energy of the flow and the losses in bends and valv es will be 
small compar ed with the above friction energy loss for the long mains 





















The effective head at the turbine will therefore be 
Hp - h1 
where HP= pumping head chosen . 
The power transmi.ssi on is then given by 
p = wQ(Hp-h1) 
whe re w = unit weight of the fluid used in the main . If, as hitherto 
generally assumed , this is sea water , it is very probable that deposits of 
s ome form will collect along the main ( see Sec tion 6.4 below). In this case 
A will increase in time , and D0 (hence A) would decrease . For the same 
flow ra te Q, the velocity V will increase. Each of Lhese changes raises the 
value of hi; hence the efficiency of the transmiss ion, which is 
effective ly (Hp-h1)/ Hp , will decrease significantly, 
It is clearly advantageous to minimise losses as far as economics permit . 
This points to the use of the maximum feasible pressure head in the main. 
The pm-1er avai l able for transmission will the n be de livered by the minimum 
possible discharge . It then remains to select an acceptable diameter for 
the main, which will determine the velocity and hence hi. Thus with high 
Hp, low Q and relatively l arge D0 , the ratio h1/Hp can be reduced to 
smaJl proportions. It can be reduced still fu rther by reducing M, i.e ., by 
install ing mor e , smaller turbines so that each is fed by tewer devices . The 
balance will clearly depend on economic factors . · It is unlikely that 
because a 200MW unit ( turbine plus platf0rm), for example, is much l ess 
expensive than 2 No . 100 MW units , the optimum solution will favou r the use 
of short lengths of main between the devices and the ir turbine. As far as 
hydraulic transmission efficie ncy is concerned , this strengthens the case 
for high pumping pressures , to keep tr ansmission losse s to a minimum . 
The optimum choice of Hp , M and D0 will depend upon the outp ut 
characteristics of the powe r takeoff unit in response to the capture 
efficiency of the cylinder de 1ice over the r!:l.nge of wave conditions in whicl1 
it will opera te . Phase 4 of this study wj_ll provide this information. It 





















tran smif;s ion mai.n, bearing in mind that higher than average power outpu t may 
be of l ess than corresponding e l ec trical value to the syst e m, hence to bias 
th'e design of the main in fa vour of transmit ting the m at . high efficiency to 
the turbine may imply us e of an unjustif i a bly expensive (large ) main. 
6.3 The Use of Tunne ls as an Al t e rnative to Pipelines 
6.3a 
Two possible schemes are consider.ed he re. Reference should be made to 
Fig.6.1. Each is based on the followin g common components : 
a) 100 No. cylinders pumping sea water at high press ure to; 
b) lJ O No . downpipes, 0.3m diamete r, and ; 
c) 600m long collecting tunnel , 2.Sm diamete r supplying; 
d) Shaft from tunnel to seabed a t the collecting tower. 
Scheme 1 includes a tower 10km offshore found ed on the seabed and equipped 
with say, a 200MW turbo-generator . 
cable.. 
Power is conveye d to shore by seabed 
Scheme 2 includes a single 3. Sm diameter tunnel running 10km to shore, 
connecting the output s of the 100 cylinders (or more) to on-shore 
turbo- generators . The tower found ed on the seabe d to serve as a working 
platform whi le t hese tunne l s were drille d could s ub se quently be removed for 
use elsewhere. 
6.3b Consideration of the Problem 
1. Tunnels 
The main problem facing the tunnel scheme is the nat ure of the 
ground. It is believed to be gneiss whi ch is expected to have a 
high compress ive strength. 
Its nature j_s, however , not kno~m . In particular this is a matter 
of the joint pattern and Lhe frequency of fissures that occur , 
In order to a.vo id at least some of the weathere d zone and the mor.e 
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tunne l is at 18m below the seabed , 
approxima tely, and a total depth be low 
This gives 15m of cover, 
sea level of 60m if the 42m 
comparison it may be water depth location is adopted . As a 
r emembered that the Severn-Wye tunnel is 30m below bed leve l but 
was also very wet. If necessary the l eve l of the wave energy 
tunne l may be lowered without a great deal of extra cost , though 
the pressures in it will increase pro ra ta if the turbine 
operating pressure is unchanged. In the case of the access tunne l 
the above s t ill applies . In addition , to reduce the dangers of 
flooding, the gradient of the tunnel should be upwards from the 
shafts. However , it may be acce ptable to reduce the depth of the 
land shaft and slope down at 1:100 for 2500m, from , say , -4 0m to 
-6 5m. 
The problem i s the amount of water inflow to be expec ted during 
construc tion and the measures needed to deal with it , At low 
flows it may be sufficient to pump away and , when the lin ing is 
being concreted, to div ert flows so that they do not affect the 
concrete . 
At high flows a programme of probing ahead and grouting becomes 
necessary. In t his rock there will be problems in finding t he 
fissures to grout, (Compressed air woFking could not be us ed 
because a pressure of more than four atmospheres would be needed), 
In the smal l size of tunnels proposed, a machine , if used, would 
have little space free for probing ahead and grouting ; if much of 
this was expected , the alternative ' drill and blast ' method using 
the new-style hydraulically-operated drilling equipment would be 
able to maintain nearly as high an output, but this may cause 
greater water flow rate to occur, 
For comparisons of progress one may look to recently completed 
schemes in rock, e . g . , 
a ) Kieldcr 
b) Megget 
- drilling by machine , some roof support, the 
Robbins machine averaged 80m/wk but allowing for 
harder rock in thj_s s tudy take 70m/wk , 3.3m 
internal diameter, lining followed after 
excavation complete (Ref, 9) , 
- overall average 62m/wk for excavation, driven by 
drill and blast , 3m wide by 3m high , very lit tle 





















c) Severn-Wye - 3.67km in 30 months over 4 faces, averaging 
12m/ wk, includ s dealing with inflows at the face 
mostly by grouting; beca use of ~slow advance, 
lining constructed in pre cast concrete as 
excavation advanced, part-face machines used, 
12m/wk also achieved by drill and blast method. 
For the Severn-Wye tunnel, by working more hours per week an 
out put of 15m/ wk could have been achieved, This might be taken to 
be the slow rate of progress in bad conditions for the current 
scheme . The alternative wo uld appear to be to drill and grout 
from the seabed, but even in dry conditions the results may not be 
as good as grouting ahead from the tunnel although it would cause 
fewer interruptions to the tunnelling work. Furthermore the cost 
would be very high, particularly in th se adverse sea conditions . 
In considering this slow rate of advance one is led to suggest 
that an extra tov1er and shaft should be used for construction 
purposes in order to drive the access tun:1 e l from three faces 
instead of one. This could also be achieved, though to a lesser 
extent , by placing the one tower at, say , 0.9km from the junction 
with the connecting tunnel , 
For present purposes , therefore , a range from quite good to quite 
bad rock will be considered , i.e., rate s of progress of 3000m and 
750m per annum; in the latter case both on e and two towers will 
be. conside1·ed. 
This gives 5 possible programmes for consideration and these are 
illustrated in Figs . 6 2 to 6 .6 respectively . 
2. The Down·-pipes to the Tunnel 
These will be put down to one side of the tunnel , lined with steel 
tube and topped by a valved dome . This part of the work is priced 
independently of the cylinders ' anchors, though there is the 
possibility of a substanti.al saving if the piling j ack-up platform 
(Section 4,2) carries out both sets of drilling as it progresses, 
3. Cross-connection between Down-pipes and Tunnel 
It is assumc! d here that , like the down-pipes , these are required 
every 60m though they would both be mor e widely spaced to suit 
wider gaps between the cylinders (Section 2 . 5 ), and :i.t is also 
possible tha t the outputs of more Lhan one cylinder may be fed to 
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The cross-connections cannot be installed during the excavation 
cycle because of the interference this would cause with work in 
the small diameter tunnel, but it could be done durtng the lining 
period , In the case of the slow advance they may be included 
during the general advance . Four gangs would work on these 
connections in each tunnel for about six months , 
Access Shaft 
Assume that the Depth = 18m 
Internal Diame t er= 6ru 
External Diame ter= 7m 
This is the first place where the nature of the rock, offshore, 
will be tested , The use of compressed air is not suitable because 
of the high pressures required, hence grouting will be necessary . 
Allow : Grouting - 2 months 
Excavation - 2 months 
Lining 
6 . 3c Costs 
1. Collecting Tunnel 
- 1 month 
5 months 
say 6 months total 
Average price of recen t contracts 
Allow extra for heavi ly reinforced lining 
Total in good rock 
Excavation pot·tion of £ 1. 25 1/km is £0 , 7 SVi/km 
If t his is 4 times more costly add 
Total in bad rock then becom s 
2 . Downpipes - approx. 4 days each 
100 No . = 67 weeks (6 days/week) 
Allow for bad weather conditions in Atlantic 
Hire charge on long t erm for jack-up platform 
t imes 144 hours x 52 weeks 
This includes services of all tugs and support ships, 
helicopters , drill equipmen t, etc. , plus drivers to 
operate equipment 
For 67 weeks , total cost 
Add f.280,000 for domes and pipes, 
giving for 100 devices a tolal of 
46. 
- f.l , 25M/km 
- f.0,65M / km 
£1,90M/ km 
- £2 . 25M/km 
£4 , lSM/km 
= fAOO/hr 
= £3M/ yr 
























3. Cross -connections - allow 3 wks each with gang 
@ £3000/gangweek 
For 100 No . total 
4. Shaft below Generating Tower - 18m dee p by 6m dia . 
@ £5000 / m 
5. Accommodation & Services of Gene rating Tower 
(This allows for the dedicat ed use of a helicopter 
anti supply vess el and accommod::ition for 100 men) 
for additional shaft and Ge nerating Tower 
Summary of Costs Scheme 1 
= £0. 9M 
= £0 .09M 
say £0.0 5M/ wk 
say r.o . 03~1/wk 
(Collecting tunnel with cable to shore ) 
Progress in tunn el 
Overall programme time 
Programme Fig . No . 
1 . Collect ing tunnel, inc , lining, 2 . 5m i , d. 
6km @ £ 1. 90N/km - good rock 
2. 
@ f.4. 15H/km - bad rock 
Downpipes ·- 100 No. 
Barge, support ships and men 
Domes and pipes 
3 . Cross-connections - 100 No. 
4. Shaft below Genera ting Tower 
5. Cost of accommodation & servicing on 
Generat ing Tower 
Go od rock 2.5 yrs@ £0.051/wk 
Bad rock 4. 75 yrs@ £0 . 05M/wk 
Total cost of above to service 100 






















0 . 28 
0.9 
0 . 09 
12.35 
42.52 
NOTE The cost of the tower lws not been included as Lhis will form the 
permanent platform for the turbo genera tors and was priced separate ly 






















Summary of Costs Scheme 2 
(Collecting tunnel & Access tun ne l t o shore) 
1. 
Progress in tunnel 
Overall programme time 
Programme Fig . No . 
Collecting tunnel , as before 
2. Downpipes , as before 
3. Cr oss- connections , as before 
4. Shaft below tower , as before 
5. Cost of accommodation , on Gen . Tower 
Programme 6. 5, 5. 75 yr s@ £0 , 05H/wk 
Programme 6 . 6, 4 . 75 yrs@ £0 . 0SM/wk 
6, Shaf t on shore 50m@ £5000 / m 
7. 10km Access t unnel , 3 . 3m dia , 
Good r ock £2 . 4M/ km 
Bad r ock £4.7M/ km 
8 , * Addi t ional tower for bad ground 
£25M , divided by 2 uses 
9. Shaft at addit ional tower 
say 22m@ £5000/m 
10. Cos t of accommoda tion & servicing 
additional towers 
Programme 6.6 , 4.5 yr s@ £0 . 03 / wk 
















· Bad Rock Tunne l 
1 t ower 2 t owers 
0 . 75km/yr 
7.75 yrs 6 . 75 yr s 
6.5 6. 6 


















* Only t he additional towe r cos ts are included as this structur e is not 
r equired as par t of the permanent works . See Note of Scheme 1. 
6 . 3d Conclusion s 
Fr om the above it wi l l be seen that the possi ble cost s of tunnels for 
hydraul ic transmission vary considera bly . If we c0mpa r e the collec ting 
tunnel only ( Scheme 1) with the estimated cost of 1 metre bus mai ns quoted 
in the October 197 9 Report we have 
Cost of pipe mains £1.0 85M per devic.c 
Co s t of tunnel £0 , 232M to £0 . 42 5M pet· d2vi ~c 
Even with very generous a llowances for contingencies on t his very I 
preliminary tunne l estimate it is cl ear tha t the subj ec t warran t s 





















6.4 Marine Growths 
We are conscious that marine growths on structures in the temperatures, 
depths and light conditions foreseen for wave energy devices in Scottish 
waters may, in the medium and long t erms , act to the detriment of the 
performance of various components of the cylinder device. We are taking 
steps, in conjunction with the Scottish Marine Biological Association , to 
quantify these effects as fa r as known evidence at present permits , and we 
are identifying how further information could beneficially be collected, We 
are also taking steps to ensure that we have available alternative means of 
performing those functions of the device that marine growths appear, on 
present evidence , likely to threaten in unacceptably short periods. If 
further field information confirms these earlier suspicions we will then 
mod ify the design accordingly , 
Our principal concern at present is for the efficiency and lifetime of the 
strainers, pumps, valves, bus mains and turbine of the hydraulic 
transmission system if this uses seawater as the working fluid. Present 
evidence strongly suggests that it will not be possible to prevent larvae 
of, for example, mussels from passing the strainers, and that these will 
survive in the main notwithstanding the fact that it is enclosed and 
operating at very high pressure. The velocity of flow will not deter 
mussels ( which are bi-valve molluscs) and varjous cr ust aceans from clinging 
to and colonising first any sheltered areas like bend~, valves and joints in 
the transmission system, then growing into communities sufficient to 
influence the hydraulic efficiency of the system, 
Although it is not yet clear how quickly any material influence to the 
efficiency will occur, it has been provisionally estimate d that within three 
years the cross-sectional area of the mains could be reduced to such an 
extent as to s e riously pre judice the viability of this critical link in the 




















Because it will clearly not be possible to remove g rowths on this scale by 
physical mec1ns, we have ~ought evidence on the alternative of chemical 
treatment , especially chlorination, Opinions va ry about the likely success 
of this , though it is acknowl e dged that dosing would .have to be at l eas t 
frequent if not continuous to ensure an adequately successful operation. 
The problems of dosing on this scale and in this location have not been 
assessed though we do not regard the prospect of having to do this with much 
favour. The consequences f or the turbine of receiving the hard detritus of 
marine organisms is un certain and must be considered , though if growths 
within the system are prevented by dosing from the outset the strainers a t 
the intakes to the pumps will adequately protec t the turbines . ( Water will 
flow from the f urthermost pump to the turbine in a time of about 15 minutes , 
though when the system is being installed, or when component parts are being 
serviced or repaired , seawa t e r could be static in the pipe line for periods 
o f weeks ). 
Although it is too early to judge the magnitude of the se problems of using 
seawater as the hydraul ic transmission fluid , we are also considering 
freshwater and oil. These lj.quids would make it necessary to install return 
mains. The pressure in these would be small but there would be an energy 
loss which an open circuit system would avoid. Seawater could also be used 
in a closed circuit system , when it would presumably · not yield the problems 
referred to above . Its particular attraction is its ready availability and 
zero cost , though the difficulties that it could bring with it seem certain 
to appreciably offset its basic advantages. 
In addition lo the above-mentioned problems of marine growths , which are not 
confined to the cylir cler devic but are common to all those for which c.1 
hydraulic link to a turbo-genera tor is ne e de d s we are also exploring the 
possible ways in which they , toge ther with the various species of Laminaria 
that may grow at the water de1 ths (l igl t conditions ) that apply, may 
detrimentally colonise the out e r surfaces of the power takeoff units . In 
Section 3.5, it was noted that such colon · sa lion is unlikely to affect the 





















have for pins and bearings would also be unaf fected. TI1e shafts and glands 
of the pumps and sprin6 s wc ulci almost certainly have to be prote..:t c d by 
ga
0
iters, but we have yet to ascertain whether Lh e performance of any unit in 
which heat is generated, and which requlres to be cooled by sea water, ·would 
ope rate less successfully i.f its outer surfaces were covered in va-::-iouL, 
ways. It is tempting to think that warmed surfaces may attract mo1:e 
prolific growths of many spe cies, also some which might not otherwise take 
root. However, it may be the case that the surface operating temp erat ures 
of some components may be too high to permit growths to become established, 
or to survive if they start to form when these installations are no t 
operating . 
6.5 Choice of Turbin e 
Our refer ence design incorporated a Francis tur bine driven by sea water at 
about 500m head. The possibility of using Pelton turbines operating at, say , 
500m head is now be ing discus sed with Sulzer l3ros. (Th e highes t head 
conventional hydro-electric installation curr ently in service is at 
Reiss e ck, Aus tria, where a Pe l ton turbine operates under 1766m) . A 100 HW 
machine would run at about 500 rpm and ha ve a di .;tmeter of 3. Sm. Tiie 
particular problems of er osion us ing sea water in th ese ~onclitions are being 
evaluated. 
On the information a t present available to us there does not appear to be 
any particula r advantage in using a multi-stage Francis machine in 
preference to a standar d Pe lton des ign . The highest multi-st a8e Frar1cis 
installation is thought to be 672m at Roeshag in Austria, which is only 
38% of tha t of the Reisseck s t a tion . One disa dva ntage of the Pe lton syst era 
is that the impeller opera te s a t atmospheric pres s ur e which means that, :i.u 
the presen t application , a proportion of the avai.l.aule pressure head i;.1j J.l be 
lost a cc:ording to the he ight at which the turbine nozzles are located abo-.1e 
sec, l evel. In a closed cycl0 hyclr a uli.c tr al.1Sl!d.ssion sys t em cs~ci.:ion 6 . 11 ) 
th e l iqu:i.d must eit her be pu:,iJ.> e d or sucked b:ick t o th e pu mps of the power 
takeoff uni.t. Al ternatively it could be coll cctr]c. i.n a res ervoir l ocated 
sufficiently aboYc sc2 level for grav ity to pr ovid e 3 t l,~,is L some of the 






















arrangement migh t offer would be offset by th r.o extra elevation required for 
the turbine to be above this level, The Francis turbine is of a type that 
would allow the discharged liquid to be piped directly .back to the pumps, 
the only precaution being that the pressure upstream of the pumps should at 
no point be low enough to a llow vapour to come out of solution. 
6.6 Electrical Transmission ---·-- ·-
We have carefully considered the Reports that have been issued on possible 
electric power transmission systems linking offshore wave energy devices to 
a distant network connection . While we do not feel well qualified to 
commen t on the detailed issues involved, we intend to take advice on the 
fundamental issues that appear to make appreciable differences to the unit 
costs that, putting it simply , must be added to the cost of electric units 
at the turbine to give the equivalent figure at the network, We are 
concerned that transmission costs well in excess of lp/unit are quoted which 
is a severe penalty for an intermittent source to have to bear , at least by 
present costs, 
It appea rs that this fi gu re is high for two reasons, first because of the 
high co s t of underwat er cable , and second because wave energy devices 
operate at low load factors of about 35%, 
In Section 6,3 we reported our first estimates of tunne lling costs, and in 
Section 6 , 3d show that a tunnel may be a more economic solution for power 
transmis sion than a pipe line , We have yet to make the equivalent comparison 
with a cahle, but this subject together with the choice of optimum powe r 
























LIFETIME OF INSTALLATION 
In our Report dated October 1979 we estimated tha t the life of a 2GW 
installation might be 20 years but that some components like the rodes would 
be replaced twice during this period . WESC ' s Consultants, Rendel, Palmer 
and Tritten, subsequently suggested we should work on a 25 year lifetime , 
and we shall be looking closely at this suggestion as the preferred 
component s for the device and the conditions under which they ha ve to 
operate are more precisely defined during Phase 4 of this study . 
Various st udies relating to the reliability and lifet ime of the device have 
been reported in earlier Sections of the present Re port insofa r as work on 
them has proceeded, for example on fati gue analysis in Sec tion 3.1 , on the 
durability of metals in sea wa ter (Section 5 . 5) , and on marine growths over 
and within important component pa rts of the device (Section 6.4). 
The probl ems involved are clearly considerable and we cannot pre tend to ha ve 
yet made the comprehensive studies that these topi cs demc.1nd before souud 
estimates about the real relia bility and probable maintenance r equirements 
of the device can be judged. This is rightly a part of Phase 4 of this 
study, and it will be dealt with in detail a t that stage . 
The fati gue life of reinforced concre t e can be considerably increased by 
workin g to Det Norske Veritas ' "Rules for Design, Construc tion and 
Inspection of Offshore Struc tures, Appendix D dealing with Concrete 
Structures ", and the References mention ed the r ein, That study uses 
conventiona l S-log N method s , and for S ( loads) we need to have a full 
r epresentation of the wav e he i ghts, their ass ociated pe riods and number of 






















No further work has been done on maintenance during the period of this 
sup,plementary contract other t11 an to study the rece nt Easoms Report to WESC . 
There is much useful information in this r e port which t-1i ll be of value whe n 
we carefully consider main tenance during the next phase of our work. It 
would be premature to carry out further work on maintenance until power 
takeoff methods have been reviewed , component du rability assessed and 
connections properly designed. Similar remarks apply to reliability 























8.1 Influences of Tuning Period and Submergence 
on Capture Efficiency 
Fig. 2.5 of our October 197 9 Report strongly sugges ts that small amplitude 
wave theory accurately predicts the performance of the cylinder in low waves 
across the range of frequencies relevant to sea waves. Figs . 7. 10 and 7 .11 
of our earl ier Report are based on the same theory and show how the diameter 
of the cylinder, its submergence below still water level, and its tuned 
period ( held constant in each case) influence the shape of the efficiency 
characteristic across the same range of frequencies . Fig . 8 .1 of the 
present Report presents equivalent data for an 11 second tun ing period, this 
period having been chosen to see whether a value higher than 8 . 0 and 9. 8 
seconds used in our October 1979 Report might give a better match to t:he 
record ed annual S. Uist wave spectrum ( Fig . 7. 8 of that Repor t clearly 
indicates that tuning at 8s is too low for maximum efficiency ) . 
The complete answer to this very importa nt question will not be known until 
capture cfficiences in a represe ntative range of real waves are mea s ur ed 
during the forthcoming series of tank tests. · However , some first 
ind ications of the trends to be expec t ed have been produced by 
reinter preting the data in Fig . 7.8 of our earlier Report for a 12m 
cylinder, submerged by 3m and tuned to 8 seconds , to other submergences and 
tune d periods. 
as guides for 
The theoretical envelopes referre d to above have been used 
this purpo se. Table 8 .1 and Fig. 8 . 2 show the results 
obtained for average annual capture efficiency based on the 1976/77 scatter 
dia gram ns pre sented in Fig. 7.5 of our October 1979 keport. It is assumed 
that lateral energy capture is equally evident in each case though the 
magnitude of t his was not measured in the tests in the Edinburgh wide tank 
from which Figs . 2 . 5 , 7. 8 and 7.9 of our earlier Report were obtained. 
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Table 8. J Avera £)e Annual Capture Effj ciend.es 
Subme r gence Tuning Periods ( seconds ) 
(metr s ) 
8.0 9. 8 11.0 
1 53 . 2 63 . 4 64. 2 
2 49. 8 60 . 9 No t 
calculated 
3 47.0 58 .0 59 .4 
These results suggest: that there is little to be gained by i ncreasing t he 
tuned period from 10 to 11 seconds , though an intermedia t e period may gi ve 
t he op t imum solution . There is a clear advantage in min i mi sing submergence 
at any tuned period though it has yet to be determined by experimen t 
whe the r , in severe wav es , the maximum fo rces imposed on the device are 
notably sensitive to sub mergence , (Section 2 .1 describes the motion of the 
cylinder r e l a tive to the phase of the wave . There is no particula r reason 
to suspect that the cylinder is any more e):posed to breaking wav e effects 
when the submergence is only 1~ than whe n it is mor e ). 
Our presen t view is tha t t:he absolut e mean l evel of the cylinder should _be 
chosen and kept constan t , irrespec tive of th 
mini.mum acceptable subme r gence ( say l m) will 
stat of t he tide . 
the r efore corres pond 
The 
to at 
l eas t the lowes t astronomi c tide , and lower if significant negative surges 
are regarded as a ri sk . In a loca tion having a 4m spring tide range , which 
is typical of the He bride s , the efficiency data given in Table 8 .1 foe a 
submergence of 3m would therefore correspond close ly with the average 
conditions tha t , on present evidence , may be expected . The further tank 
t es ts planned for Phase 4 will look in de t aj l a t the effects of submergence 
and tuning period on capture efficiencie s across representa tive wave 
spectra . 
Figs . 8 . 2-8. 4 sh ow where energy is not captured by each combina tion of 
submergence and tunin g period µresen ted in Ta ble 8 . 1 The da t a arc given in 
t erms of the proportion of all the energy tl rn t j_s not c.~ptured by each 
56 . 
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combination that occurs in each h.:ilf second interval of wave period. The 
apparent discontinuity in all data in the wave period interval ll.0·-11.5 
sees is a consequence of the J 976 /77_ S. Uist reference wave scatter diagram 
(Fig. 7.5 of our October 1979 Report ) containing relatively little energy in 
this inte rval : in particular, the proportion of high waves in this interval 
is small, hence the energy lost is low. 
It would appear from Figs. 8.2-8.4 that submergence does not significantly 
influence the distribution of energy loss at any tuned period. An average 
line for each period has therefore been drawn and scaled to correspond with 
the actual energy lost at each tuned period. Fig. 8.5 shows the result s , 
from which it is clear how the effec t of changing the -tuned period moves the 
distribution of energy losses within the band of incident wave pe riods. The 
more symme tric form of the line in Fig . 8. 5 for the 11 sec cylinder might 
suggest that it would be more r esponsive to the introduction of variable 
tuning mechanisms, such as were mentioned in Section 5 .4. 
8.2 Effect of Cylin e r Buoyancy on Captu re Efficiency 
For various reasons we have hitherto adopted a specific gravity of O. 6 f or 
the cylinder . Principal among these reasons were : 
a) that the efficiency spectrum is broadened by increas ing 
buoyancy ( Fig . 8.6 ); 
b) that the average tension then introduced to the cable s would 
be sufficient to pr vent them going slack in all but th~ more 
severe waves. 
Reference was made in Se ction 3.2 of th e present Report to the possibility 
of using steel or composi te rodes, either with or without articulation. If 
a rigid form was adopteds or if the cylinders were mounted off A-frames, the 
case for positive bu oyancy to preven t slack would be removed. However, as 
Figs. 8. 5 and 8. 6 imply, th e improved bandwidth associa t ed with positi.ve 
buoyancy wo uld mean that, for exampl e, a neutralJy buoyant ~ylinder vmuld 
fail to capture as much energy, especially at wave periods well away from 
the tuned period adop;:e d for the cylinder . However , since th2 efficie ncy 
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scale of Fig. 8.6 is exaggerated , this loss will be small. It is unlikely 
to be a significant reason for not considering how the structure for the 
device could be designed to suit a ne utrally buoyant cylinder. Further 
attention to this option will therefore be given in Phase 4. 
8.3 Cylinder Capture Efficiency in Directional Waves 
Further to the statements in our October 1979 Report we have given more 
thought to this important subject. The analytical treatment given below 
will in due course be compared with the results for single and multiple 
cylinder efficiences measured in oblique seas in the tank tests scheduled 
for Phase 4, and we hope it will form the basis of a valuable method by 
which we may extend data collected in the tank. 
It has been shown (Ref. 10) that for a body osc illating in a single mode, 
and taking powe r out of the waves in this mode, that the maximum power 
abs orbed is 




• .... (I) 
whe re B 
devices, 
is the angle of incidence of the waves to the normal to a line of 
X ( S) is the ( complex ) amplitude of the exciting force on the 
fixe d body in the subsequent dir ection of motion of the body, and Bi s the 
damping coefficient (d e pendent on frequency ) which measures the power 
required to force the body to osci llate. ( If the body velocity is U, the 
I 2 
mean power needed is 2BU ). 
For N dif ference mod es of moti on , each capable of absorbing power, the 
r esult is 
r <s) max 
I ,·, - I 
= 8 ~s ! Xs ( B) 
whe re Xs is an N-vector and Bis an N x N mat rix. If the modes corres pond 
to different bodies then B is a non-diag ona l matrix, If however, the modes 





















the forces in another , then B is diagonal. This is t he case fo r a long 
sub!)lerged cylind e r oscilla ting vertically and horizontally normal to its 
axis. We have N=2 and B = B 
11 22 
( w).. Tne same is tr ue ' for any t wo modes 
of motion of the ( long) cylinder in a pl ane normal to its axis . In this 
case it is also true that the exciting force in the two directions is the 
same in amplitud e and 90 ° out of phase . 
Thus for the submerged circular cylinder oscillating in two mod e s and 
absorbing power in those modes , expression (1) above needs to be doubl ed , 
The reason for the high efficiency in normally incident wav es is the 
relation whi ch exists between Xs ( o) and B. 
Thus = 4P B .Q, 
w 
where P · i s the power per unit crest l ength 
w 
where H=wave he i gh t , 
..... (2) 
Note that 
Also ~ is the 
· length of the device parallel to the wave crests, 




nmax = PT = 
w 
For oblique waves incident upon lon g devi ces an expr ess ion like (2) above 
does not exist unless the id ea of a generalised damping coefficient is 
introduced (Ref , 11 ) . For 3-D devices 
2TT 
I Ix Ce) 12<le - a 1 P n 























which, for axisymmetric devices , gives the c.l.1s sic.c1l re sult 






for point abs orb~rs . 




lx/ B)l 2 
lx/ o)l 2 
a form which does not contain B. 




n (o) max 
p ( f3 ) 
· P Q, cos p 
w 
p ( f3 ) 
max 
= P (0) cos B 
max 
= 
Thus the var iation of efficiency with 
. 2 
lx/O) J cos B 
s is seen to depend 
exciting force on the fixed body due tc diff er ent wave directions. 
upon the 
The variation of X ( S ) with S 
s 
for the submerged cylinder is not known . 
It could be found but that would require a considerable research programme . 
Failing that , we can find examples in the literature . Thus Bai (Ref . 12 ) 
has evaluated Xs (S ) from Fig . 9 in his Paper for a re c tangular sec tion 























TABLE 8 . 2 
B = 0 15 30 45 60 75 90 
ka = 0 . 1 fx(~ ) 14. 8 14.6 13 .o 10 . 1 7 . 0 3 . 5 0 
fx2 BJ 
fx2(0) 1 . 973 .77 . 466 . 224 . 056 0 
n max ( 6 ) 
n max(O) 1 1 . 89 . 66 .45 . 216 
ka = 0 . 2 fx (S ) 31 29.8 27 . 1 22 . 2 16 8 .1 0 
fx ( S ) 
f x2(o) 1 • 924 .7 64 . 513 . 266 . 068 0 
n max (S ) 
n max(O) l • 96 . 88 .7 26 . 532 .315 
ka = 0 . 4 fx(S ) 52 . 3 51.3 48. 5 42 , 2 32 . 8 18 . 9 0 
£x2 CB ) 
fxL(O) 1 • 962 . 86 . 65 . 39 .13 0 
nmax~ SJ 
T]max (O) 1 l 1 . 92 .781 .s 
cos S 1 . 96 6 . 86 6 . 707 . 5 . 259 0 
The f unction f <s ) = e x (S ) is the hori zonta l exci ting force on a long 
X s 
rec t angular cylinder as a function of incidence angle s ( C is a 
constant, and is not needed), 
Fig . 8.7 displays the r esult graphically. 
Comme nts on Resul ts 
Although these results a r e only pertinent to a l ong rectangula r cylinde r 
a bsorbing powe r in surge they are the first theore ti ca l r esul t s for any 
d evice showing the variation of effici ncy with wave direction, As far as 
the subme rged cylinder is conce rned th ey should, for the presen t at l east , 
be r egarded as qua litative ~uides only . 
Bai also provid 2s curves of ver tical force . Th ese main t ain a l most constant 
values for S up to 45° and s uggest that the r e lative efficiency would 
exc ed unity in these cases . In other words lxs CS ) / Xs (o) 1
2 
decr ease s 
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This information may explain why the efficiency of the cylinder was 
observed , in the Edinburgh ta nk t es t in May 197 9 , to remain at a high l evel 
even in oblique seas (Fig . 2 . 6, Oct ' 7.9 Report ). The prese nt work applie s , 
of course , to many closely-spaced rectangular sur fac e cyl ind ers; it could 
be r epea t ed for single subme r ged circular cylinder s by us ing the results of 
Lepeti t et al (Ref . 13) for tha t case , but comprehensive experimen t al data 
would still be needed to ver ify theory fo r the parameter values part icular 
to t he form and motion of the cylinder device , and hence to the wider use of 
that theory, 
Our earlie r and simpler attemp t to anticipate the effects of wave direction 
on device per formance we re set out in Secti on 7 . 3 ·of our October 1979 
Report. Following s ub sequent dis cuss ions with WESC ' s Cons ultants' some 
refinements to those conce pts were made , as r e ported in the Consul tants ' 
r ecen t report to WESC on our device , The th eory presente d above marks an 
attempt to i mprove our ability t o predict perfo rman ce in oblique seas 
according to , amongst other parameters , the size of the gaps be tween the 
cylinders , Although it must r emain for the Phase 4 studies to demonstrate 
the optimum economic spacing of devi ces , thi s is , of course , related to 
overall annual performance in normal and oblique seas . ( Another i mporta1,t 
hydr odynamic aspec t of gap was presented in Section 2.5). 
8,4 Phase Locking 
8.4 a Theoretical Considerations 
Most wave power devices are re s onan t sys tems whjch ne ed to be tune d t o the 
predominant wavelengths antic ipated. Generally speaking tuning involves two 
part s : 
a ) the natural frequency of the device must be close to the wav e 
fr equency, and; 
b) the (ve locity proportional) damping cons t an t of the pumps must 
equal the radiation damping coeff icien t of the device , 
For smal l surface devices the first condition c r ea t es a problem. 





















• ••• • ( 3) 
where k is the spring constant , m is the mass of the device , ma its added 
mas s due to its motion in wat e r, and w/ 2n the wave frequency . Surface 
dev ices have a natural spring rate du e to the ch.:mge in buoyancy during a 
cycle . Thus a device ha ving a wat erplane ar ea ' a' will , when submerged by 
an additional distance z experience an upthrust pazg where p is the density 
of wate r . Thus k = pag . 
2 
For example , a half-imme rsed sphere has k= npr g where r is its radius , a nd 
9 
m = \npr ( if half submerged ). Also , w2/ g = 2n /L in deep water , wher e L = 
inc ident wavelength. Substi tuting in (3) gives 
L/r 7. 5 
where ma=\Jm , and v is the dimensionless added mass for the sphere and can 
be taken as about 0 . 8 although it varies with W• 
It follows tha t to tune a sphe re to L = 150m, a radius of abou t 20m would be 
r equired for natural tuning to occur. 
Phase locking is an attemp t to avoid this pr oblem . Tuning is only a means 
to a n end , the end in this case being to achieve maximum effic i ency . This 
i s achieved when the ve loc ity of the body is in phase with the exciting_ 
fo rce on the body. The exciting force is only part of the overall force , 
whi c h is the s um of the exciting force ( i. e ., that on the body due to the 
inciden t waves assumi ng the body is he ld fixe d) and the radiation force 
(i. e ., that resulting from it s own induced motion ). Tuning properly 
achie ves thi s coincidence of ph ase of exci ting for ce and veloc ity . 
For small surface bodies tuning i s no good fo r t he r easoris argued above , 
In stead the body is a rtif ically he ld in a wa ve cre s t at the top of its 
motion a nd rel eased so th<lt t he phases are correc t, This can be done using 
electromagne ts in laborato ry work and is the method use d by Budal a nd Falnes 























Engineering Laboratories, and at the National Engineering Laboratory where a 
water column replaces the ruass of tl e device. In all cases large increases 
in amplitud e s of motion and resulting power s are achieved.. 
8.4b Drawba cks 
1. It is not obvious how Lo separate the exciting force on t he 
body from the overall force . For small bodie s presumably the 
r adiation force is smalJ., but t hat is not the case for the 
cylinder device . 
2 . It is difficult to imagine a control me chanism enabling phase 
l ocking to take place in random seas. 
3. The criterion for max imum efficiency of ' exciting force in 
phase with velocity ' is based on ass mptions of simple 
harmonic motions of given frequenc y . The te c hnique employed 
in phase locking is to produce squa re wave motions which are 
!1.9.!. sinus oid a l a nd the r e by violate the ve r y conditions und e r 
which the criterion tha t one i s ~tt emptin g to achie v e is 
valid. 
8 . 4c Is Phase Locl~ing ~ ro ria t e for the C J.inder? 
The cylinde r, by bei ng a subl!ie r ged device, do e s not ha v e a na tura l spring 
rate. We impose our own and, of course , choose it to sa tisfy the equival ent 
of expression 3 in our cas e . We alre<ldy have a l a rge structure , Pha se 
locking e na bles small structure s to be efficient by giving the m larg 
motions. Out of choi ce we would pre f e r not to ha ve l a rge motions , and we 
have now shown tha t i.n our ca se this i s not essentia l for high efficiency 
(in contras t, limited stroke will almost ce rta inly ere.a te problems for the 
s malle r s u rface dev ices ). 
Pha s e lockfog is d:i.ffi c.ult enough in pra ctice with one degree of freed om ; 
wi t h t wo it is even more s o . Even if it could be i mplemented it would 


















8.4d Non- linear Spr ings 
The , non-linear characteristics of the accumul a tor typ e spring (Sectiou 5.6, 
Oct. '79 Report) have yet to be explored. It may be possible to create a 
variable spring load which would ensure that the device remains tuned over a 
wider range of frequency rather than. nominally to just one (but see Section 
8.1 for a discussion of the relevance of band widths). Extensive 2-D 
experiments will be needed to study this. Tests of efficiency for various 
electronically produced non-linea r springs which could be achieved by the 
accumulator system should be carried out to find the 'best ' non- linear pump 
characteristics . This subject will be followed up during the Phase 4 
experimental programme. 
8.5 O_p timum Water Dep th for CyUnder Device 
The 42m wat er depth cho sen for the offshor e s. Uist wave recording buoy has 
hitherto been regarded as an accepta ble loca tion for the reference design of 
the cylinder device, firstly becaus e r eal wave data are then available to 
give energy productivity estimate s, and secondly beca use we hav e been able 
to accommoda te the moor ing and power t akeoff syst m for a 12m submerged 
cylinder in that dep th . 
However, 42m is not necessarily the optimum depth, though for l ack ei ther of 
good dat a at other dept hs or th e means of effici ently transpo sing the '42m' 
data to other locations it is t emp ting not to l ook to other depths . We are 
anxiou s not to be bound by these restraints because we ca n see operationa l 
advantages in moving to a depth of a t least 50-60m. In the first place the 
wave cl imate is mor e energetic : WES C's Consultants suggest that up to 10% 
more ener gy may be available a t the de per end of this range. Furthermore 
the sea bed is thought to be more flat than at 40m, and wave action on the 
sea flo or is l ess though curr ents may be st r onger (Se~Uons 2.3d and 2.3e ). 
The l ar ger wave for ces that would then hav e to be carr i ed by long er rod es 
and the additional 1 ng th of t unnel or seabed cable to shore needed (Section 
6.3) may be a small extra pr i ce to pay for these additional benefits , 
especially since the device rn y in any case hav e to b des iened for (local) 
dc~pths of over 50m in order tha t an array is located i n an average dept h of 























The whole question of available wave climate slightly further offshore will 
have to be given much closer consideration during Phase 4 than has hi t herto 
been possible because, for the various reasons mentioned . above , the choice 
of water depth is like ly to influence appreciably the economics of the 
device. 
8 . 6 Standardised Device Paramete rs 
The tendency for similarity criteria in mechanics to give · rise to 
non-dimensional parameters like specific speed (for rotodynamic machines) 
and Reynolds number suggests that standardised numbers might also be 
produced for wave energy devices to give at least a first indication of 
their relative acceptability . 
We have therefore considered a range of possible paramete~s based on 
quantities such as water volume displac d (both actual and virtual ) and the 
weight of materials employed, but as yet have not come upon a more 
informative overall criterion than p/k.Wh, We suggest that this may be 
because the search is for a parameter which d scribes the total performance 
of the whole dev ice , including al l its mechanically very di ffe rent funct ions 
and its capital and maintenance costs, rather than one function for which 
























CONSTRUCTION METHODS AND COST ESTIMATES # 
The Maidenhead Workshop was rightly concerned that the wavepower programme 
should take full advantage of the unique o pportunity afforded to the 
construction and manufacturing industries for mass produc tion . 
In the 1979 phases of the cylinde r study we contented ourselves with 
sketching our methods of fabrication and possible layouts of construction 
facilities . More de tailed study will be made of this during the ongoing 
prog ramme togethe r with the effec t on cost estimates . 
Our ongoing work on costs is indicating that the ratio of fabrication to 
installa tion costs could well reduce, there being more scope in the former 
for savings as indicated above . 
We are in agreement with the generally he ld view that quantity production of 
the large numbe r of r e l atively simple components required by tlie scale of 
installa tion of wave energy devices ( about 1000 ho. "2MW" units for a 2GW 
station ) would lead to much lower unit costs tha n would be needed for a 
























The work in this phase of the s tud y has been part of an ongoing programme 
and it is therefore not appropriate to see k a bs olute conclusions at this 
time . The a dditiona l in f ormation collected dur ing the period covered by 
this Re port ha s not cha nged our optimism or conc lus ions about the device as 
s e t out in our ea rlier Reports, though the informat ion now a vailable to us 
has shown whe r e emphas is must be placed in future stud ies and t he data 
needed to comple t e these sat isfactorily , 
A large proportion of Phase 3 has been devote d to theoretical and practical 
( App e ndix B) preparation for the nex t s e rie s of t es ts in the wide tank. We 
have deemed it importa nt to extend our knowledge o f the t heore ti ca l 
p rf ormance of the cylinder when opera tin g in its fully loa de d conditions 
and to de rive from tha t the ory the f orces that all compo1 en ts in the device 
will then bear . Thus, we s ha ll be a bl e to run more mea ningful experimen t s 
in the wide tank and so collec t data to r fine the theory . Thi s iterativ e 
process will provide the basis for our comprehensive app r a isa l of the 
device . 
We are also v e ry conscious of the urgency that must be giv e n by the wave 
energy community to specifying design data on the followin g to pi cs 
1 . Wave s t eepness , All the information known to us shows that 
the limi ting st eepness of wa ves with specified probability of 
return de creases with i ncr as ing wave l ength. J.t is esse n tia l 
to id entify an acceptable relationship be tween steepness a nd 
wavelength so that individual device components may be 
logically de signed according to the conditions in which they 
will be most. usceptjb l e to damage . 
7. . Fatigue specUa , The wave l oading conditions to be 
expe ·cienced ovec the design l ife of the dev ice mus t be 
specified, This information i s vital fo r the se l ec tion and 























3. Currents. A like ly upJJec bouL1d for the stre ng th of currents 
should be set in advance o f the collection of detailed 
information . Allow nee should be made for tll.e possibility 
tha t loca lly st rong currents will occur; the option of not 
siting devices in such places should remain ope n. 
4. Marine g rowth s . We have serious ly consid .red the design 
implications for our device if the risk and consequences of 
growths turn out to be as ser ious as we have been given to 
believe . Th is subject cl ear ly demands urgent enquiry and 
decis ion with concerted short-te rm investiga t ion if 
n ecessary . 
S . Ro ck condit ions. Our enquiries continue to confirm the merits 
o f rock ancho rs , and we are impresse d by the appa r ent economi c 
and opera ti onal advantages of tunnels compar ed with sea be d 
pi pe lfoes for hydra uli c power transmissj_on from individua l 
devices to cen tralise d t urbines . Further in forma tion a bout 
r ock conditions will in due cours e be needed to consolidate 
decisions a bout both of these expensive items. 
Work on the construction an d instrumentation of the model s fo r the wave t ank 
t est ing pr ogramme has progresse d to sche dule during Phase 3, for experiment s 
t o start in Ma y th is yea r (Appendix B). Information bas ic t o the des i gn and 
testing of a range of possi hl e pumps a nd springs has also been assembled in 
a n ticipation of the needs of the t otal Phase 4 prograir.me of which this is a 
vita l el ement . 
We are therefore confiden t that during the period covered by Phase 4 of the 
work, up to the end of 198 1 , we s hall compl e t e our theo r e tical and 
experimental a na l yses of cylinder behaviour, energy conve rsion a nd 
transmi ssion l eading to an opti.mise d de s i gn s o tha. t , i f called up on, we 
s ha ll then be we ll placed to carry out a full engineer ing design in 1982 
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APl)E DIX A 
WAVE DATA 
We have made various attempts to clarify those aspects of real wave motion 
that we believe are important to the full appraisal of the cylinder device. 
We are particularly anxious to know more about the steepness (Sections 2,3a 
and 10) and three-dimensional form of real waves . This information is 
mainly relevant to the performance and safety of the device insofar as it 
applies to long (rather than to short) waves . 
For lack of experimental wide tank r esults we are not yet in a position to 
specify the threshold between these bands as far as our submerged structure 
device is concerne d but it is unlikely to lie below 50m wavelength (T = 5 . 6 
sees ) and it may be over 100m (T = 8 sees ), 
A principal issue is the coherence of wave h ight along the length of the 
cylinder and how this reflects in its captur~ efficiency and the forces it 
has to carry. Ewi.ng (Ref . 14) has presented some theoretical estimates of 
the average wavelength in a direction normal to the mean wave direction as a 
function of the average wavelength parallel to the mean wave direction, for 
various degrees of short-crestedness from an isotropic spectrum to 
swell-like conditions. Unfortunate ly, the only sea state between these 
limits quoted by Ewing is that of ' ac tive wave generation ...... near the 
peak of the spectrum ', for which the transverse wavelength in waves of 
l ength 100m is about 250m. Acco rding to Ewing in these condHions an 
isotropic spectrum would have a transv erse wavelength of 100m, whereas in 
swe ll-like conditions lt would be 1.00 .1 . 
Using the valu e 2501.11, which is a l so the .:iverase of the limiting values 
quoted abo ve , the er st ( and tro 1gh ) will be reaso1rn bly coherent for a 
l ength of 30-'1 Orn, whereas ove r 100m or more there will be a major change in 
tlie phase and amplitude of the motiou . This suggests that from the point 























cylinder device. This value will not be clear until the device has been 
t ested over a typical rat1ge of sea conditions (Appendix B), but from Ewing ' s 
work, bear ing in min d tha t the performance of the device is best ma tched to 
longer rather than to shorter waves (Section 8 .1) a cylinder length of about 
50m appears justified. 
Our theoretical work on the directional capture efficiency of the cylinder 
( and other) de.v ices is continuing (Ref . Section 8,3) and it is hoped that a 
di rec tional efficiency spectrum will soon be avai lable for a given number of 
cylinders, based on a simplified theory . This will enable the energy 
captured in oblique and mixed seas to be estimated given , for example, the 
predic tions made by the Meteorological Office for inciden t energy den sity 
over a range of frequencies and directions at a site west of S, Uist. It 
should be possible to use this technique to explore many very important 
characteristics of a wave energy station, for example, how the ener gy 
captured will vary from hour to hour and from day to day in diffe rent 
climatic conditions, This will allow the typical monthly and seasonal 
characteristics of the station to be estimated, hence the economic worth of 
the electricity produce d determined according to its likely power levels , 
durations and timings. 
In Sec tion 8. 5 we gave reasons why the cylinder might better be sited in a 
depth of about 60m rathe r than 42m. An additional advantage may be that a 
smaller though still unknown percentage of the local wave motion is a 
consequence of backscatter from the somewhat rough seafloor landwards of 
these locations . A significant component of backscatter wo uld detrimen tally 
affect the performance of the device , though the ex t e nt of this influence 
and the magnitude of backsca tter present in different sea conditions and at 























Now that the general form of the device has been defined it is both possible 
and neces sary to carry out a comprehensive tank testing progranm1e to study 
its performance over a wide range of representative wave conditions ~nd 
devic e parameter values . The programme scheduled for 1980/81 includes two 
parts cmd has r equired manufacture of two types of cylinder, namely ar: 
'active ' unit whose b2haviour may be controlled and ·a physically identical 
'passive' unit which has only simple mechanical spring and damping systems. 
Figs. B. la and B. lb show the arrangement of these units for the t wo te st 
programmes . The units need ed for the fi"cs t part of the part of the 
programme ar e now ne,:iring completion ( Section B. 2 expla ins their principal 
details). 
The primary objectives of thes e tank tests is to ascertain how the device 
performs in respect of the following criteria : 
1. Efficiency of energy capture ; 
2. Motions duri ng workine cycles; 
3, Res ponse to x tr eme waves; 
4. Reac tions to rode or power takeoff failure . 
This information mu s t be colJ. ected over a representative range of wave and 
device parameter va:Lues , as detailed below , It will show how the ener. gy 
output relates t o incident wave conditions , how the ar ious components of 
the device then behav ', and what the motions and forces are which i.t must 
bear in tb design "torm event. Taken together thi s in formation ~~ill be 
integrated with annual wave spec:tra to give bo th the fatigue and severe load 
and di splacement spec ra need d for the selection of components, hence the 
device inay be opt ·.ruiced agai.nst the basic parameter values of tlw system. 
These are : 
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1. Wave climate, 
with respect 
water · depth. 
location in 
climate. 
including wave height, wavelength, direction 
to cylinder alignment , short-·crestedness and 
The bed profile around and seawar ds of the 
ques t ion may also influence the local wave 
2. Curr ents , both tidal and residual. 
3. Cylinder diameter , length, end curvature, submergence, 
spacing, water depth and tuned period. Other parame t ers like 
the spring rate, unr estra ined piston stroke , charactristics of 
the cushions, occurr ence of slack in the rodes and the pumping 
pressure are a]so very important . 
The first st age of testing (may-August 1980) will initially use one ' active ' 
cylinder model to compar e and ext end the r esults obtained with one much 
simpler cylinder in the Edinburgh tank last yea r (s ee our Oct. '7 9 Report , 
Section 2 ) . The following par ameters must be varied . 
1. Wave he i ght , l ength and di r ection f or regular waves for each 
of a range of ; 
2. Cylinder aspec t ratios (length/ diameter ) from 2: 1 to 6: l, but 
part i cularly 3:1 to 5 :1, and ; 
3. Submerge nces fr om zero to Sm be low mean sea level in waves , to 
id ent ify the effect of submerg nee i n general and tides in 
particular , and; 
4. Wa t e.r depth, from 40m to 70m, and; 























An estimated total of 240 t sts will be needed to identify the optimum 
values for these parameters over a representative range of wave conditions . 
Thj.s information will serve as a basis for the study of· an array of three 
cylinders (Fig. B. la), when the following parameter will also be 
considered 
6. Spacing between cylinders , from Sm to 50m , to show how lateral 
energy captur e (i.e., device efficiency) changes (Section 
2.5). 
A total of about 200 tests will be needed to include this parameter and 
explore the validity for the three cylinder array of data collected using 
one cylinder in isolation. 
It is expected that this stage of the laboratory work will give a good first 
unders tanding of each of the primary objectives of the tank tests listed 
above , and will be sufficient to enable other parts of the overall programme 
for. Phase 4 to proceed , 
The s econd stage of the labora tory work (late 1980-mid 1981 ) will establish 
cylinder performance in wave conditions representing thos e off s. Uist > 
including r efer ence to mixed sea conditions an d water depth. An array of 
five cylinders will th en be used, th e centr e three of which will be of the 
' active' type ( Fig. B.lb). This will allow the performance of the central 
cylinder to be recorded when the adjacent cylinder s are also under full 
control. The r e sult s vill be compared with those determined us ing thr ee 
cylinders , to show in more detail Lhc importa nce of grouping. 
At that stage any worthwhile changes to the design of the device arising 
from the wj_der optimisat ion st udy carri .d out up to that time will be 
incorpor at d into the model s and the range of tests adjusted as necessary. 






















1, Representa tive r egular normal and oblique waves to compare the 
performances of the c entral cylinclers of the three and five 
cylinder arrays , including ma! i ng adjustments to identify 
optimum par ame t e r values for the five cylinder array if these 
prove to be different from those f or three cylinders ; 
2. Recording the capture eff iciencies , mooring forces and 
cylinder orbits o f the central cylinder in a representative 
selection of the 399 ' Selected Se t ' s. Uist wave spectra, with 
each at an appropri a t e inclina tion to the optimum orientation 
of the cylinders. These 399 sp e ctra are themselves only 
represe ntativ e of the annual s e que nce , hence to choose less 
than 50 for th e prese n t purpo s es would be umHse , 
3. Asses sing how a limit applied to the cylinder orbit in high 
waves will a ff e ct the total capture efficie ncy of the device 
and the for c es to be ca rried by the mooring s and anchors. The 
pa tt ern o f pump ing dur ing a wa v e cycle in these conditions 
will be studied, togeth e r with the corres ponding eff e ct s of 
slack rodC>s . 
We expect Lha t it will be ne c essary to carr y out check tests to s h ow wh e the r 
the optimum va lue s f or aspec t r a tio, subn:iergence, wa t e r depth, d amping and 
spacing as de termine d in r egu lar waves are ap propri ate in mix ed sea s . The 
foll m?ing factor s mu s t a lso be cons id e r e d at tha t s t age 
1, Pea k moor i ng forc e s and side swa y in s t ee p waves ( a s a 
fun c tio1l of wave l e ngth - s ee Se ct ion 10); 
2. Rod e ang l s a t other tha n Li S O and wit i1 inward and ou tward 
spl a y (Section 3 , 4 and Fig , 3.3) . 
B cause o f the qu aJ i.fica U.ons made a bout cur r ents in Sec t i on 10 and the 
r esul t s pre s ent cl i n Se ct ions 2.3<l and 2 ,3e a bou t th e poss i ble ( s ma l l) 
eff ect of t hese Lha t t w_ calct la t e , wi ll in gene r a l be exper· en c d by the 






















cylinder in combined waves and currents as pact of the programm for Phas e 
4. However , if eneineerin8 design studies follow in 1982, it will be 
necesse.ry at that stage to consider whether certain aspects of the system 
may be sensitive to currents. This could involve furt her tank t es ting. 
The second series of tests will include about L100 i ndividual experiments, 
mostly with compl ex seas . 
It is a lso intended that some preliminary studies should be made of cylinder 
behaviour in those failure modes that , by that time , appear most critical to 
the safety of th e device and Hs neighbours ( Sec tio n 2. 7). These tests will 
be for general information at that stage ; more comprehensive studies would 
be needed as part of engineering design wo~k carried out in 1982. 
B.2 The Models 
Each cylinder t est unit is made up as shown i n Fig. B. 2. There are four 
cor ner power takeoff assemblies connected by 4 No , 32 / 9 Trace chains via 4 
No. pulleys fixed at the appropriate water depth (Section 8,5 ) to the 
cylinder. 
The corner power takeoff assembly is shmm in Figs. B.3 and B.4, and thi s is 
connected into the control unit for the rig (Fig . B. 5). 
The ' active ' cyl inder mod el ( two mo:.:-e will be made for the second test 
series ) is fully instrument ed and are controllable to give var iabl e spring 
and damper character istics . Rode f or ces , displacements, velocities and 
powers ma y be monitored cont'nually , as de tailed be l ow . 
The sp:rin2s are bas ically mechanical Hi i:h a fine electronic tuning. Two 
types are pr ovided. , namely linear and non-lincr,r ( ns in our 'Edinbur gh ' 
test s , May 1979). Both types have adjustable end-stop facilitie s to 
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Damping is pr ovided by mo tor units . For the first t e sts the damping will be 
of two types , nai11t::ly l inear. ( 'v.i. scous ' or 'velocity proportional') and 
non-li.near ('Coulomb' or ' b.:u r;-b.:ing ') ) both of which may be varied 
continually. For the second part of the t est programme the motor control 
unit will have been devel oped to include complex control philosophies using 
digital electronics . 
The load/displacement characteris tics of particular pump/spring combinations 
can be stor ed on Read Only Memories (ROM : s ) . When these charac terist ics are 
read into the motor co ntrol unit the load applied to the rode at its power 
takeoff end is vr ecisely r egulated. 
As the cylinder moves an d tr ansmit s mo tion t o the mo tor sha ft via t he cha ins 
and pulleys, so vol tages are generated by the tachometer and angular 
po s ition tr ansducer . These ,,oltages are ampl ified via the damping and 
spring rat e controls r espec tively , and fed t o the input of the summing 
ampl ifier; they may be r egarded as ' demand ' signals , 
Th e summing amplif i.er drives a power amplif.Ler , which in turn drives the 
motor such t ha t it produces a force ac t ing against the mo tion of the 
cyl i nder, The for ce produced by the motor is rJeasured by a strain gauge 
mounted between the niotor hous ing and the framework of the rig . The voltage 
der ived from the strain gauge is amplified and f ilter ed before being applied 
to the summing ~mplifier . f iltration is required to prevent sys t em 
instability a t the r esonant fr equency o{ the motor / strain gauge 
combina tion . 
This ' closed loop' sys t em , which t oninuaJ.ly compares the output ( in t hi s 
case the force on th e strain gaug e ) with th e demanded input s , and at t empt s 
to minimise th e dif fe ren ~e betwee n demand and output , may thus be seen to be 























Fig . B. 5 also shows the instrumentatioP. buil t to acquire data from the 
model . Each transducer (angular position tr ansd ucer> tachometer , cable 
mounted strain gauge) and wav e height recorder produces a voltage which is 
amplified to a suitaole l evel for supply to the data processing equipment, 
and filtered to reduce the noi se l evel of the signal . 
As the required signals are of such low frequency ( 10 Hz ) , the filters 
have been des igned to attenuate such frequencies as 50 Hz and above, while 
introducing small phase shifts at the signal frequencies. The amplified and 
filter ed voltages are fed to the data proc ssing equipment for analysis of 
the cylinder ' s performance. 
The power supply provides 4 No. 30 volt unregulated supplies to drive each 
of the motors , and two regulated supplies , one of 5v and one of 15v, for 
driving the motor control electronics and the instrumenta tion. 
It uas found that commercially available stn:.in gauge ampl ifiers drift ed 
unacceptably with t emp erature. The units that have been made up fo r this 
purpose j_ncorporat:e all the worthwhile f eatures of the cormnercj_al ones 
toge ther with r efinements to i mprove perfor mance. 
Buffer amplifiers with switched variabl e gain are provided so Lhat suitably 
l arge signal s may be fed to the data processing equipment . The angular 
pos ition transducer amplifi ers provide a •·1eveJ shift' as well as 
amplification so that voltages due to the static positjon of th e 
motor/A.P.T. may be removed ; this allows only th e signal caused by movement 
of the A.P .T. to be amplified. 
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